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Sports News 
?(·~ 
Fleming Named to Pacific Northwest Region Men's Soccer Second Team 
George Fox midfielder Wade Fleming (Jr., Lakeridge HS, Oregon City, Ore.) has 
been named an NAJA Pacific Northwest Region men's soccer second-team member. 
Fleming previously this year repeated on the Northwest Conference of Independent 
Colleges First Team. 
Fleming, a 1996 NAJA Honorable Mention All-American, this season scored seven 
goals and passed out six assists for the 12-6-1 Bruins. 
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BRUIN SOCCER 
Sport News 
pt· 
Overall 12-6-1, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges 9-6-1 
No. 6 Seattle Dashes Bruins Playoff Hopes 
A season ending loss to No. 6 Seattle University will keep George Fox out of the 
NAIA postseason for the first time since 1989. 
George Fox tied Pacific University for the fourth and final NCIC playoff berth with 
19 points, but was edged out based upon head-to-head losses to the Boxers. 
The Bruins recorded their 12th consecutive winning season, but came up one win 
shy of extending their string of nine first or second place finishes in district or conference. 
George Fox started the season 7-1 and was ranked No. 18 in the NAIA national poll 
- its fifth national ranking in the last six years. Two seniors - forwards Greg Shaffer (North 
Medford HS, Ore.) and Travis J ohnson (Hidden Valley HS, Grants Pass, Ore.) - will be 
lost from George Fox's 12-6-1 team. Johnson was a 1996 NAIA All-American Scholar-
Athlete. 
George Fox was coming off a NCIC title in 1995 and a NCIC runner-up finish in 
1996. 
Standings 
Seattle University 
University of Puget Sound 
Pacific Lutheran University 
Pacific University 
George Fox University 
Willamette University 
Whitworth College 
Linfield College 
Whitman College 
LAST WEEK: 
Seattle 5, George Fox 1 
Points 
31 
21 
20 
19 
19 
13 
10 
9 
2 
NCIC Overall 
15-0-1 18-1-1 
9-4-3 11-6-3 
9-5-2 12-5-2 
8-5-3 l 0-7-3 
9-6-1 12-6-1 
6-9-l 7-10-3 
3-9-4 5-9-4 
4-11-1 6-12-1 
l - 15-0 2-l 7-0 
SEATTLE, Wash.-- No. 6 ranked Seattle Univeristy slammed the door on George Fox's 
playoff hopes with a 5-1 Northwest Conference win in the Bruins' final game Sunday (Nov. 
2) . 
The Chieftains are unbeaten in their last 19 games and have clinched the NCIC 
crown. 
Forward Marc Misiewicz (So., Renton HS, Wash.) scored the Bruins lone goal, 
making it 2-1 at the 32 minute mark. Seattle led 4-l at the break. 
Scoring: 
su 
su 
GF 
su 
su 
su 
7 min . 
24 min . 
32 min . 
34 min. 
41 min. 
73 min. 
BRUIN BITS: 
Swanson SU l-0 
Cassidy SU 2-0 
Misiewicz SU 2-1 
CassidySU 3-1 
Klubberud SU 4-l 
Yamauchi SU 5-l 
*** Former soccer Bruin Jim Maine ('95) was named Pacific-7 Conference Co-Coach of the 
Year after guiding Newberg High School's boys soccer team to a third-place conference 
finish and into the state class 4A playoffs . 
-more-
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*** George Fox outscored its opponents 35-22 and shut out eight opponents. 
*** A broken nose suffered in practice last week did not deter forward Marc Misiewicz (So., Renton HS, 
Wash.) from scoring George Fox's lone goal Sunday against Seattle University. Head Coach Manfred 
Tschan said the break was serious enough to require surgery on Monday (Nov. 3). It also gave Misiewicz a 
seasonal look. "With his black eyes, it looked like a Halloween mask," said Tschan. 
*** George Fox might be able to blame missing the NCIC playoffs on bureaucracy. In a meeting prior to 
the 1997 season, NCIC coaches voted to change the procedure for determining playoff teams. Three points 
were to be awarded for a win and one for a tie. However, the new rule never made it to the NCIC athletic 
directors nor the Faculty Athletic Representatives· and was not put into the coaches handbook. Thus under 
the old two points for a win/one point for a tie rule, Pacific University tied George Fox and edged the Bruins 
out based on head-to-head competition. Had the new 3/1 rule been installed, George Fox would have 
claimed the fourth spot outright. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA District 2 and Area 1 
coach of the Year) 
On Seattle: "We just had our season in a nutshell. We gave an effort most of the way. At half it was 4-l, but 
two or three of those goals were the result of something crazy happening, like people slipping. We thought 
we could score on Seattle. Their defense is big, but not that quick. We thought with our quickness could get 
people open. We had opportunities for it to be 4-3, or with a lot of luck, 4-4 at half, but the longer it went on 
without scoring the less chances we got. It was a tough mountain to climb. Seattle is a tough team. It's tough 
to beat them." 
On Season: "I think our freshmen made good contributions . . Merrick Brownlee had an outstanding season. 
There's some big bodies there. If they can spend the time in the weight room, play indoors or whatever to 
make a step forward, they will be serious players in this conference." 
On Seniors: "We lost Erik Sorensen (concussion symptoms) at the beginning of the season. We could have 
used him. Greg Shaffer and Travis Johnson made contributions. It's probably tough for them to not make 
it to the playoffs their senior year." 
On Streak: "I think with it coming down to the last day - if we win we tie for second - shows how tight it is 
year- to-year and makes the last nine years (of finishing first or second in conference or district) even more 
amazing ." 
-more-
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1997 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
Date Opponent Result George Fox Scorers 
9-6 Evergreen State w 9-0 Tinder-2, Cook, Fleming, Johnson-2, 
Turpen, Shaffer-2 
9-9 Western Baptist w 2-1 Tinder, Turpen 
9-13 Pacific Lutheran W * 1-0 Crown 
9-14 Univ. of Puget Sound L* 0-1 none 
9-17 WiUamette W* 2-1 Shaffer, Johnson 
9-20 Whitworth W* 1-0 Johnson 
9-21 Whitman W* 3-0 Misiewicz-2, Shaffer 
9-24 Linfield W* 2-1 '(OT) Turpen, Brownlee 
9-26 Pacific L * 1-3 Brownlee 
9-27 Univ. of Redlands w 3-0 Fleming, Cook, Misiewicz 
10-4 Seattle L * 0-1 none 
10-8 Willamette W* 2- 1 (OT) Wells, Misiewicz 
10-11 Univ. of Puget Sound L * 0-3 none 
10-12 Pacific Lutheran T * 0-0 (OT) none 
10-18 Whitman W* 2-0 Misiewicz, Fleming 
10-19 Whitworth W* 2-1 F1eming-2 
10-22 Linfield W* 2-0 Moody, Fleming 
10-25 Pacific L * 2-3(0T) Fleming, Pohlman 
11-2 Seattle L * 1-5 Misiewicz 
*Northwest Conference Game 
.I ~-=:I ~-
~J D J, I• • 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS o, • ~ _ ~ • •. U : ."T U' • --u I ~ ,r ~ J ' 11/3/97 
--' LJ L, 
" -. __ .--. ·~-=-.-.- WIN ' LOSS I •."; TIE cP 0 ~ [j: PCT. j "l1~ I GF rJJ L: -GA I 
J 
• .. • D • ~ 
"RECORD 1 i~"l : 12 ' "c 6 .. '\1)9J D'b ~ 00 "0 • 0.658 1 t •": I 35 22 
Conference I i. • 9 • _ 6 • .. Flli Cb 0 D .. • 0.594 
1
_. •. • _ 21 
I 21 
PLAYER •• ~~ GAMES GOAL~ "·: • GPG ASSISTS t APG ~ : ~ POINTS .. J PPG 
• ~· .)] c)'w u 0 ~ • Joe Crown • • .. 19 • [ 1 0.053 ' '2;;s [ ~ 2 , 0.105 ~ 4 • 0.211 
NickCook 17 2 0.118 0 0 4 0.235 • 8 ~ 0.471 Matt Tinder "i .- • , 15 c 3 1 0.~00 " 'b C 0 • • 0.000 : J • • 1 6 0.400 J Mark Misiewicz • 19 ••.:: 6 • 0.316 3 !1 0.158 • 15 0.789 
• Josh Turpen I • 19 • 3 0,158 5 0.263 & 11 0.579 I 
Wade Fleming 17 c 7 • 0.412 SLJ ' 6 0.353 1 20 1.176 
Chad Pohlman • 19 I( 0 0.000 ~ 3 0.158 .. • r 3 0.158 
• • r • o • 0.211 Jeff Wells • •  • 19 ; _1  0.053 o 0 Cb 2 ._ 0.105 rJJ 4 
Mike Moody 1 19 1 1 0.053 1 • • 0.053 rJJ 3 ~ 0.158 
Kris Sorensen 7 +: 0 0.000 q,filo 0 ., 0.000 ~ 0 • 0.000 
TravisJohnson • 19 4 0.211 ~ 3 ~ 0.158 • • : • 11 0.579 
Tommy Kolodge 19 • 0 0.000 1- 0 ~ 0.000 0 I 0.000 
Merrick Brownlee 17 • •.:: 2 0.118 [r¥ 1 • • 0.059 5 I 0.294 
Chris Wood 12 0 0.000 0 o 0 .:: 0.000 1 • 0 0.000 
Greg Shaffer ":-. 19 4 '"• 0.211 ~ 3 ~. , 0.158 ~ I • • • 11 • 0.579 -
Andy Harper • . 3 • 0 0.000 a 0 ._. 0.000 ~. • • 0 ~ 0.000 
Jonathan Williams ." 11 0 1 0.000 "o 0 0 0.000 '} • • 0 I 0.000 Others 'I 3 , 1 0.333 JbB 0 ro"~ L 0.000 · 2 0.667 
TOTAL : ..-. • ~ • • 19 I I 35 • 1 .842 ~ 33 ~ I 1 . 737 ~ I 1 03 I 5.421 
o o ~ 0 L ·o r L I [] I I • ~ ~ • u ~ 1 ~ _~ r •. 1 _, • ..., ~ 
• ... c ~s- _r: ... 
r o~ · • KEEPER , " GAMES GA !'o GAPG --F" ~ SAVES SVPG w • MIN SHUTOUTS 
. . [ ~ 
Curtis Selby • 1 19 " 22 1.125 ~ • -1 :rtc: 89 ' 4.684 1760 _j •• D 8 J Bryant Ercanbrack 0 0 0.000 c.;.. 0 0.000 . 0 0 
Brandon Reyna 1 I 0 0.000 -~ • 1 • 1.000 ·• • • • 45 0 
TOTAL .• 19 • 22 1.097 1• 1 • 90 ·~ 4.737 • • 1805 8 • 1: ::J ,. il • .,/J II "'lJ • I 
0 0 0 u~ 0 0 '-,i• 0 0 .u. -L? ~ .. 0 • n ~ I 
.. ~~ ~ • • • I 
.. . . I J 
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Sports News 
~·f0 
NAIA Names Bruin Soccer Players as All-American Scholar-Athletes 
Forward Travis Johnson (Sr., Hidden Valley HS, Grants Pass, Ore.) and 
midfielder Michael Moody (Jr., Inglemoor HS, Bothel, Wash.) have been named 
1997 NAIA men's soccer All-American Scholar-Athletes. 
Travis Johnson repeats as a Scholar-Athlete. The senior forward scored four 
goals and three assists this season, finishing his career at George Fox with nine goals 
and six assists . He scored game-winning goals against Whitworth and Willamette, as 
George Fox finished its 12th-consecutive winning season. 
Johnson is majoring in health teaching and carries a 3.67 grade point average . 
He is just the second Bruin men's soccer player to win two All-American 
Scholar-Athlete awards. 
Moody is an engineering major with a GPA of 3.81. He played midfielder 
for the 12-6-1 Bruins, scoring one goal and one assist. He graduated from Inglemoor 
High School as a 4.0 class valedictorian. 
-30-
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MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
Tschan 
at GF 
PLAYER 
Dan LaVeine 90 
Greg Pfleger 94 
Marc Waits 91 
Mike Nadeau 95 
Andy LaVeine 88 
lan Reschke 95 
Phil Nelson 95 
Wade Fleming 98 
Craig Walker 88 
Bryce Martin 89 
Dani Rose 90 
Josh Turpen 98 
Jason Meyer 92 
Trevor Smith 94 
Greg Shaffer 97 
Travis Johnson 97 
Justin Rivard 96 
Jai Cook 94 
Erik Sorensen 97 
KEEPER 
Jeff Nelson 94 
Jason Koop 90 
Todd Williams 93 
Curtis Selby 98 
WIN 
190 
126 
GAMES 
81 
77 
83 
63 
70 
78 
75 
59 
37 
68 
36 
61 
76 
27 
81 
58 
64 
77 
51 
GAMES 
70 
74 
17 
58 
LOSS 
80 
51 
GOALS 
130 
84 
39 
39 
37 
26 
21 
21 
15 
14 
18 
13 
11 
16 
10 
10 
6 
5 
6 
GA 
66 
95 
26 
68 
TIE 
16 
7 
GPG 
1.605 
1.091 
0.470 
0.619 
0.529 
0.333 
0.280 
0.356 
0.405 
0.206 
0.500 
0.213 
0.145 
0.593 
0.123 
0.172 
0.094 
0.065 
0.118 
GAPG 
0.921 
1.290 
1.690 
1.160 
ASSISTS 
41 
23 
34 
30 
32 
22 
25 
16 
21 
21 
12 
18 
16 
2 
13 
7 
12 
11 
3 
SAVES 
249 
362 
75 
299 
11/12/97 
PCT. 
0.692 
0.704 
APG 
0.506 
0.299 
0.410 
0.476 
0.457 
0.282 
0.333 
0.271 
0.568 
0.309 
0.333 
0.295 
0.211 
0.074 
0.160 
0.121 
0.188 
0.143 
0.059 
SVPG 
3.557 
4.892 
4.412 
5.155 
POINTS PPG 
301 3.716 
191 2.481 
112 1.349 
108 1.714 
106 1.514 
74 0.949 
67 0.893 
58 0.983 
51 1.378 
49 0.721 
48 1.333 
44 0.721 
38 0.500 
34 1.259 
33 0.407 
27 0.466 
24 0.375 
21 0.273 
15 0.294 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
6450 34 
6630 28 
1385 3 
5276 23 
BRUIN MEN'S SOCCER 
ALL-TIME 
TOP10 
Games Played Goals 
Marc Waits 83 Dan LaVeine 130 
Dan LaVeine 81 Greg Pfleger 84 
Greg Shaffer 81 Mike Nadeau 39 
Jan Reschke 78 Marc Waits 39 
Jai Cook 77 Andy LaVeine 37 
Greg Pfleger 77 lan Reschke 26 
Jason Meyer 76 Wade Fleming 21 
Steve Sterhan 76 Phil Nelson 21 
Phil Nelson 75 Dani Rose 18 
Jason Koop 74 Trevor Smith 16 
Assists Points 
Dan LaVeine 41 Dan LaVeine 301 
Marc Waits 34 Greg Pfleger 191 
Andy LaVeine 32 Marc Waits 112 
Mike Nadeau 30 Mike Nadeau 108 
Phil Nelson 25 Andy LaVeine 106 
Greg Pfleger 23 lan Reschke 74 
lan Reschke 22 Phil Nelson 67 
Craig Walker 21 Wade Fleming 58 
Bryce Martin 21 Craig Walker 51 
Josh Turpen 18 Bryce Martin 49 
BRUIN MEN'S SOCCER 
ALL-TIME 
TOP10 
Goals per Game (20+ games) Assists per Game 
Dan LaVeine 1.605 Craig Walker 0.568 
Greg Pfleger 1.091 Dan LaVeine 0.506 
Mike Nadeau 0.619 Mike Nadeau 0.476 
Trevor Smith 0.593 Andy LaVeine 0.457 
Andy LaVeine 0.529 Marc Waits 0.410 
Dani Rose 0.500 Phil Nelson 0.333 
Marc Waits 0.470 Dani Rose 0.333 
Craig Walker 0.405 Josh Turpen 0.310 
Wade Fleming 0.356 Bryce Martin 0.309 
Jan Reschke 0.333 Greg Pfleger 0.299 
Goals Against Avg. (10+ games) Shutouts 
Jeff Nelson 0.921 Jeff Nelson 34 
Curtis Selby 1.160 Jason Koop 28 
Jason Koop 1.290 Curtis Selby 23 
Todd Williams 1.690 Todd Williams 3 
Steve Mikelson 2.900 Chris Wood 2 
1997 NAIA MEN'S SOCCER FINAL STATISTICAL REPORT 
PLEASE COMPLETE FORM AFTER FINAL GAME (INCLUDING POST-SEASON) 
MUST BE RETURNED BY DEC. 4, 1997, TO: 
NAJA MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
6120 SOUTH YALE AVE., SUITE 1450 
TULSA, OK 74136-4223 
Name of Institution __ Ge=.::o.=r..:g:..::e:......::F:...:O:::.:X:.::-U;:;;.n=ic.:v..::e::::r:.::s:..:i::..;t:;..y'------------ Won .!l._ Lost 6 Tied_1 __ 
Person Reporting, __ ...:.R:.::O::.::b:_:::F_:::e::::l~t::.:::O::.!.n!--_________ Telephone ( 503) 5 54-212 7 
Please Note: Individuals must appear in 75 percent of team's games to qualify. Do not include stats from games against junfor colleges, 
club teams, etc. Total points equals goals times two plus assists (Gx2 +A). Failure to submit complete individual/team information as 
requested will result in team /individual omission from final national statistical report. 
PLEASE TYPE ALL INFORMATION 
GOAL SCORING LEADERS 
Player Class Pos. 
Wade Fleming Jr. M 
Hark Misiewicz So. F 
ASSIST LEADERS 
Player Class Pos. 
Hade Fleming Jr. M 
Josh Turpen Jr. M 
POINT LEADERS 
Player Class Pos. 
Wade Fleming Jr. M 
:Hark Hisiewicz So. F 
GOALKEEPING LEADER 
Games 
17 
19 
Games 
17 
19 
Games 
17 
19 
Goals Goals/ 
Scored 
7 
6 
Assists 
6 
5 
Goals 
7 
6 
Game 
0.412 
0.316 
Assists/ 
Game 
0.353 
0.263 
Assists 
6 
3 
Points Points/Game 
20 1.176 
15 0.789 
Goalkeeper must play entire game to be credited with shutout. Db not include partial participation in games for goals allowed average. 
Goals Goals/ 
Player Class Games Shutouts Saves Allowed Game 
!curtis. Selby 19 8 89 22 1.125 
TEAM STATISTICS 
Games Shots on Goal Goals Scored Goals/Game 
Your Team Totals 19 - 35 1.842 
Opponent Team Totals 19 - 22 1.097 
Men's Soccer Statistics 1Cfq7 http://www .naia.org/stats-ratings/msstats.htm 
NAIA MEN'S SOCCER FINAL STATISTICS 
Individual Goals Per Game 
![ ~~~~~;,~.~~~,~~;i~i~~,~~~()()l m•••··. ;j Games !l···· Goals ... rL~~er~~~j 
·r;-·rr: - --~r--;,---.~-· 
•1 .... 1: hE!ddie Hernandez, Fr ... .f. Northwood (Fla.) ................. · .......... • }3, jL ... }~.. JL .!:.?? .. J 
!lj:]IM~~;J?~·b.b.i;!~~~!.:~:.·~~;~~;·~~~l;;~;···· dN .L. 21 mJL 31 mm:t .... 1.48 
iL3.:JIJ:?~yi~]=<ll;lY.i~~~!~:~.F~<?~i.?I::>?.111iJ:li~~J:l. m m • H 19 mJL 25 m l 1.32 
.11.:JI!~~?.J:12~~~y~ !~:c . .F:.:!~~Ili!X.~~Ei~ti~J:l (!llJ m•· ........... [ 20 .. JL 26 MM il. 1.30 
:16JI~:;;~::~;~~j;::'i.i;i~:~~:-~~::he,n(Ala) ~~ ~: -~~ ~: ····'~ ::~~ , 
:Lz.:.JI2~.~~~LY.~~~;.~?::.F·~?.I11!11i~~l:l .. \I.1I).... . . -][~-:Ie=.-:[~~~[=IF=J 
L~: il~~a.~!1T<lt~~.§r:·.F~J:::~~<'1:'~n.I1) .. m .............. H 23 .. JL 28 . mil 1.22 
II?: !lc;~s.J?~J:l!ie.r·!~:·.F~'l:'~s.~~~~111<'1:'e.J:ln.:X m .. iL 20 . 1 24 1 1.20 
j1oJjscott Daprich, Sr., F, Nlotmt Vernon Nazarene(O~io) r. 21 ... JL . 25 J 1.19 
:~HJI~~~~~;~!i;[~~~:1:~;n,c~(nl:) ····-·····••••-••-•••• il-.. ~~--••••••••••i[ ~~ - jl•-•-- i:i~--------· 
;LliFabio Edelwein, Fr., F, National American (S.D.) r-:u-lr 25 II 1.14 
·~··i~~··~~~;,;;~;~iii.~!o.•·~~·~;,~··~~$i.~~·~···(M~i;~i.···················c .•.•. ~···························.····~~"···········••i·8·•·•············;1········ 20 ············~~········ 1.11 !I?JI~~I11 J>?~t~k.i.~is, ~():• t-.1:£, ~l;ll!is~~~()\\'e. (t-.1:()) .... [ 23 . JL . 24 IL 1.04 
~~~~ix~t~~rs ~i~~~t ........ I[ . [ . . ... · ... ;[~] 
Totals Leader(s): 35, Thomas Andreasen, Rockhurst (Mo.) 
Individual Assist.<; Per Game 
I of6 12/31/97 3:12PM 
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2of6 
![ JINa;~, ~Ia~~. ~~si~;~. ~~~o~l m •• •.• •• ••• J Games ;L Assists 1 A ve~~~e : 
·I!:J!g~.~"Yg'~~ .. ~~:~~!§!:~~y·~<I~J<~?t.... .L 20 .. J ... ~g L 1.oo 
:12. liMike Domain, Sr., F, Harris-St~~e (Mo.) J 23 \(2-2 -.. -:1 0.96 
:t~:Jii?~~~~~~~:!! .. M~·~;;~~~y;~;()~~~~~~~~;c9~i()> 11%· 19 ·········•L .. i8·.········•1 w o.95 
L~:ji~~!().Q()~~~~~~~.!:~:·!:'?.!'J"()Et~'Y()()~(£1~} ...... w .L I} ... , ;L .. 12 J . 0.92 
:L?:JIIyt~~~~ly~~11~~. S.():· ~!:'· l??I11i11i~~11 c~It) .......... •C}"C~L . 19 .......... [ ... o.9o 
l €5: Jl!:~~¥~l113.~~t~i~_ll111~. ~t:· .f\rvr~11~~!:~111i11~t()11.. . .. .... w L 16 l 14 l o.88 
:L7:JII?<?l11i~!<:: S.E~~''~S.<?:·rvr!:'·.~()~i~~\~1~:!. [ ..... ~5... JL .. ~-'· .... !1.0.:~1 J 
f8.]scottDaprich,Sr., F, Mount Vernon Nazarene (Ohio) [-J"C--·f:--·-~~~~J 
t?:J~~~~()ll~;.~!~i.~:~()::M~,~~~l~~~t(}~~(~().)'ww····· .· ll. 23 ... lw 18 iL 0.78 
· L;g: il:rvr~~£.!yl!~~111~11 , s.~:· !:': 2Y.i~li<1P ~~~x <rvri~~J . . .l ..... ~? ....... 1 ........... 11 ..... .L . o. 11 
• !sean McBride, Sr., MF, Birmingham-Southern (Ala.) ![2C'l}7--., 0.77 
: l .. ~.~.: .. ll~~·~~·~i~~~~£····~? ..•• ~~···I£i~itx •• I.~~~~~·~~i()~~~··(iii.)··················· ······· r••········· 20··· ...•..••• ;·1.......... ··~·5 .••.•..•.••••• : ,..... .. o. 15 •1}2:il~~~~()~ Q()l11~~:§?::.!'·.13.<l~'~.~~~''<:~~s'~Y<ti1J<:>~'<l:! ... ..'L. .~.2 ............ lL .. 11 il. o.74 
:111JI!Vfi~~l?~~~iJ1i:§r::J:l·.[(~J1s~s"Y~~~~Y~11..... . ..........• L}1... .. ;~.~~ w o.11 
illi<:J~?~~e.S.t?l~,S.r:~~~I3~r.tle~~ill~"'Ye.si~~~n(<:)kla) L 24 .... J 17 J 0.71 
h?JI~()l11C1~A~~~<:<l~~ll~J~::!'·~~~~t1~st(rvr?) ... ·~~·.········n I 21 .!I 19 . tL 2:79J 
II7.!~odriguez,Sr.,MF,St.Mary's(Texas) 1 19 j 13 :c-0.68-j 
11?.!19~~~!:\,;r;!;i.§? .• i,l??~i~i~~;{III.) · ····· · 1··· 21 w :L 14 11 ···· o.67 ···· 
.l!~:iiS.i!!l?ll!:<?',Y~X!Jr:, E· ~i()QrC111~~ <<:>~i()) ........................ ·~·····:!.. 20 ;I.. 13 .. •L . o.65 
I[JI<:Je.r.~~ C:Ie.~r~~ !r.:~ .tvr~~ ~~l1l?ut? \T~Illl) .. .. ... .. ... .. ... . . J 20 w •• tj 13 ... J o.65 
Totals Leader(s): 22, Mike Domain, Harris-Stowe (Mo.) 
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1/ /1 
I t/ 
George Fox Men's Soccer Announces Recruits 
George Fox's men' soccer team has announced its recruits for the 1998 season. The 
Bruins are coming off a 12-6-1 season and lost two seniors to graduation . 
At the top of the recruiting class are: midfielder Bryan Erickson of Chehalis, Wash., 
who was named the Black Hills League MVP and Jonathan Fordice, an all-league defender at 
Shorewood (Wash.) High School. 
Head coach Manfred Tschan also will bring in Three Oregon Class 3A all-state 
selections. Midfielder Adam Carsen scored 12 goals and passed out 14 assists while helping 
Seaside High School to a 14-l record. The other two all-staters are from Pleasant Hill High 
School: Kyle Langeliers, a midfielder who had 18 goals and 8 assists during his senior season, 
and Ryan Melvin, a three-sport athlete. 
The Bruins have also received commitments from two high-scoring teammates from 
Salem Academy: Bret Lytle (19 goals, 6 assists) and Neil Cantrall (13 goals, 14 assists). 
Neil Cantrall, Forward, 5-7, 145, Salem, Ore. 
SALEM ACADEMY: Coached by Richard Truman ... 1997: Second-Team ali-Tri-River 
League ... I3 goals, 14 assists ... Team finished ll-4-3 ... 1996: Honorable Mention all-Tri-River 
League ... 6 goals, 5 assists. 
PERSONAL: Son of Dan and Edna Cantraii...Played varsity basketball and baseball. 
Adam Carlsen, Forward, 6-0, 175, Cannon Beach, Ore. 
SEASIDE HS: Coached by John Broderick ... 1997: Class 3A all-state midfielder ... First-Team 
all-Cowapa League ... First-Team all-District l...Team captain ... l2 goals, 14 assists ... Cowapa 
League Scholar-Athlete ... Team finished 14-l .. . Team finished third in state ... District 
champion ... 1996: First-Team aii-Cowapa League ... First-Team all-District l...Team 
captain ... Cowapa League Scholar-Athlete .. .Team finished 13-2 ... District champion. 
PERSONAL: Born 8-3-79 ... Son of Jeffery and Alice Carlsen ... All-league baseball 
player .. . Eight years of club soccer experience. 
Kyle Dixon, Defender, 6-1, 175, Springfield, Ore. 
THURSTON HS: Coached by Steve Morelock ... 1997: Team finished 8- l-l, second in 
league and in top-eight at 4A state tournament...1996: Team finished 5-5-1...0 goals, l assist. 
PERSONAL: Born 6-24-80 ... Son of Harley and Cheryl Dixon ... Five years of club soccer 
experience ... Played high school varsity baseball. 
Bryan Erickson, Center Midfielder, 5-10, 175, Chehalis, Wash. 
W.F. WEST HS: Coached by Mark Tate ... 1998: Black Hills League MVP ... l3 goals, ll 
assists ... Team finished l5-3 ... Team captain ... 1997: 8 goals, 8 assists. 
PERSONAL: Born li-16-79 ... Son of Warren and Cheryl Erickson ... Sister Kara played four 
years on George Fox women's soccer team 1994-1997 ... Has played 12 years of club 
soccer ... State competitor in cross country and an all-league kicker and receiver in football. 
-more-
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Jonathan Fordice, Defender, 5-11, 160, Shorewood, Wash. 
SHOREWOOD HS: Coached by Drew Thompson ... 1998: All-Wesco League First-Team 
defender. .. Team advanced to state competition and finished 16-5-2 ... Piayed every minute of every 
game ... l goal, 4 assists ... 1997 ... Honorable Mention all-Wesco League ... 3 goals. 
PERSONAL: Born 9-9-79 ... Son of Daniel and Kari Fordice .. . Has played 13 years of club soccer. 
Jeremy Johnston, Forward, 5-10, 175, Medford, Ore. 
NORTH MEDFORD HS: Coached by Rich Garcia ... 1997: Second-Team all-Southern Oregon 
Conference ... 2 goals, 6 assists ... 1996: 9 goals, 5 assists 
PERSONAL: Born 12-2-79 ... Son of Danny and Patty Johnston .. . Has seven years of club soccer 
experience ... Played high school varsity tennis. 
Kyle Langeliers, Center Midfielder, 6-1, 180, Creswell, Ore. 
PLEASANT HILL HS: Coached by Peter Roberton/Colin Hay ... 1997: Class 3A All-state ... First-
Team all-Sky Em League ... Team MVP ... Team captain ... 18 goals, 8 assists .. . 1996: Honorable 
Mention Class 3A all-state ... First-Team all-Sky Em League ... Team MVP ... Team captain ... 5 goals, 4 
assists ... T~am finished 11-4-1, third in 3A state tournament. 
PERSONAL: Born 11 -13-79 ... Son of Rick and Jana Langeliers .. . Played 12 years of club 
soccer. .. Also played high school varsity baseball. 
Bret Lytle, Forward, 5-9, 140, Salem, Ore. 
SALEM ACADEMY: Coached by Richard Truman ... 1997: First-Team all-Tri-River League ... Team 
captain ... 19 goals, 6 assists ... Team finished 11-4-3 ... 1996: Honorable Mention all-Tri-River 
League ... 9 goals, 8 assists ... Team finished 4-8-1. 
PERSONAL: High school varsity basketball and track athlete ... District champion in triple jump. 
Todd Mason, Goalkeeper, 6-3, 185, Tigard, Ore. 
TUALATIN HS: Coached by Piotr Prusiewicz ... 1997: Honorable Mention all-Pac-7 League 
PERSONAL: Born 8-4-80 ... Son of Jerry and Linda Mason ... High school letterwinner in skiing. 
Ryan Melvin, Forward, 5-10, 150, Pleasant Hill, Ore. 
PLEASANT HILL HS: Coached by Peter Roberton ... 1997: Class 3A all-state second team ... First-
Team all-Sky Em League ... Team captain .. . Team Most Inspirational Offensive Player. .. Team 
advanced to state quarterfinals ... 1996: Second-Team all-Sky Em League ... Team Most Inspirational 
Player ... Team finished third in state ... 1995: Second-Team all-Sky Em League ... Team Offensive 
MVP. 
PERSONAL: Born 12-21-79 ... Son of John and Karen Melvin .. . Also played high school varsity 
basketball and baseball. 
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Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/554-2127 
rfelton @georgefox.edu 
Sports News 
/f·F 
Fleming/Turpen Earn NSCAA!Umbro All-Region Honors 
George Fox men's soccer midfielders Josh Turpen (Jr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, 
Wash.) and Wade Fleming (Jr., Lakeridge HS, Oregon City, Ore.) have earned all-region 
honors from the National Soccer Coaches Association of America and Umbro. 
Fleming, a 1996 NAIA Honorable Mention All-American, scored seven goals and passed 
out six assists for the 12-6-1 Bruins. He was named to the NSCAA/Umbro first team. 
Turpen- who earned NSCAA/Umbro second team honors- had three goals and five 
assists this season. In 1996, he earned NSCAA/Umbro all-region honors and was an NAIA All-
Pacific Northwest Region honorable mention pick. 
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Sports News 
pt·fh 
Fleming/Turpen Repeat as Men's Soccer NCIC First Team Selections 
For the second consecutive year, midfielders Josh Turpen (Jr., Sammamish HS, 
Bellevue, Wash.) and Wade Fleming (Jr., Lakeridge HS, Oregon City, Ore.) have been 
voted onto the Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges First Team. 
Fleming, a 1996 NAIA Honorable Mention All-American, scored seven goals and 
passed out six assists for the 12-6-1 Bruins. 
Turpen had three goals and five assists this season. In 1996, he was a NAIA All-
Pacific Northwest Region honorable mention pick. 
Defender Tommy Kolodge (Jr., Aloha HS, Beaverton, Ore.) earned all-NCIC 
honorable mention. He also was a 1996 NAIA All-Pacific Northwest Region honorable 
mention choice. 
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BRUIN SOCCER 
Overall 12-5-1, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges 9-5-1 
Sports News 
PfF 
Bruins Face Possible Do-or-Die Versus No. 6 Seattle 
George Fox's final Northwest Conference game Sunday (Nov. 1) could determine 
whether the Bruins finish second in the NCIC or fall to fifth place and miss the playoffs for 
the first time since 1989. 
A George Fox upset of No. 6-ranked Seattle University combined with a University of 
Puget Sound loss at Pacific Lutheran University on Wednesday would give the Bruins second 
place. George Fox has finished first or second in its district or conference for nine 
consecutive years. 
A George Fox loss to Seattle combined with PLU and Pacific wins would eliminate the 
Bruins from postseason play. 
Four NCIC teams will meet Nov. 8-9 to determine the conference's representative at 
the NAIA Pacific Northwest Regional Tournament. 
The NCIC playoffs are Saturday-Sunday (Nov. 8-9) at Seattle. The semifinals will pit 
the No. 1 seed versus No. 4 and No. 2 versus No. 3. 
George Fox is coming off a NCIC title in 1995 and a NCIC runner-up finish in 1996. 
Standings 
Seattle University 
University of Puget Sound 
George Fox University 
Pacific University 
Pacific Lutheran Universitv 
Willamette University · 
Linfield College 
Whitworth College 
Whitman College 
Key games: 
Wed. (Oct. 29) UPS at PLU 
Sat. (Nov. 1) Pacific at Seattle 
Points 
40 
30 
28 
27 
26 
13 
10 
10 
3 
Sun. (Nov. 2) George Fox at Seattle 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
NCIC Overall 
13-0-1 15-1-1 
9-3-3 10-4-3 
9-5-1 12-5-1 
8-4-3 10-6-3 
8-5~2 11-5-2 
4-9~1 5-10-3 
3- 10-15-11-1 
2-8-4 4-8-4 
1-13-0 2-15-0 
Saturday, Nov. 2, 2:30 p.m .... at No. 6 ranked Seattle University .... Fina1 Northwest 
Conference and regular season game ... . SU is 13-0-1 NCIC and 15-1-l...The Chieftains 
defeated George Fox 1-0 Oct. 4 in Newberg .... Seattle leads the series between the two teams 
4-2-1 . 
LAST WEEK: 
George Fox 2. Linfield 0 
NEWBERG, Ore. -- In its final home game of the season, George Fox shut out local 
conference rival Linfield College 2-0, in Northwest Conference action Wednesday (Oct. 22). 
Midfielder Merrick Brownlee (Fr., South Eugene HS, Ore.) hit a cross pass in front 
of the box to set up Michael Moody (Jr., Inglemoor HS, Bothell, Wash.) for the first score 
at 33 minutes. Two minutes after the half, Wade Fleming (Jr., Lakeridge HS, Oregon 
City, Ore.) followed a shot that Josh Turpen (Jr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.) 
ricocheted off the left post for the Bruins final score. 
Goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Jr., Aloha HS, Beaverton, Ore.) recorded his third shutout 
in the last four games, his eighth of the year. 
-more-
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": ~' 1 ~ Linfield failed to convert on a second half penalty kick, hitting the left post. 
L- ~· r ScoringG: F GF 1-0 
""'" 33 min. Michael Moody (Merrick Brownlee) 
1 GF 47 min. Wade Fleming (Josh Turpen) GF 2-0 
• 
,} ,} Pacific 3. George Fox 2 (20T) 
-~ ... 
~- · .. 
. :. 
-
• 
-.. 
FOREST GROVE, Ore. - Defending Northwest Conference champion Pacific University came back from a 
2-0 first half deficit to beat George Fox 3-2 in sudden death overtime Saturday (Oct. 25). 
Defender Chad Pohlman (Jr., Shorecrest HS, Seattle, Wash.) used two long throw-ins to put the 
Bruins up 2-0 early in the first half. His first set up Wade Fleming (Jr., Lakeridge HS; Oregon City, Ore.) 
on the left side of the net for a header, and the second deflected off the keeper's hand for an own goal. 
The Pirates tied the game and sent it into overtime, where Eric Pipher scored the game winner at 109 
minutes. 
Scoring: 
GF 
GF 
PU 
PU 
PU 
BRUIN BITS: 
7 min. 
19 min. 
33 min. 
76 min. 
109 min. 
!II 
Wade Fleming (Chad Pohlman) 
Pohlman (unassisted) 
Wayne Waier (Eric Pipher) 
• • 
Rusty Sandusky (Quincy Eagler) 
Pipher (Eagler) 
GF 1-0 
GF 2-0 
GF 2-1 
Tie 2-2 
PU 3-2 
*** George Fox is outscoring its opponents 34-17 and has shut out eight opponents. 
*** George Fox has assured itself its 12th consecutive winning season and has surpassed its 1996 win total. 
The Bruins were 11-10-1 last season, but advanced to the NAIA Pacific Northwest Regional Tournament. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA District 2 and Area 1 
coach of the Year) 
On Linfield: "We controlled the game for the most part. We got into a little trouble late in the game by 
allowing them the penalty kick, but we just settled down and played our game. After that, it went a little 
easier than I expected." 
On Pacific: "It was almost like we played two separate games. We knew that Pacific was a bigger team, so 
we would have to move the ball well. In the first half, we did and it gave us a 2-0 lead. As the game went on, 
we did less and less, and Pacific really put the pressure on. They were in a must win situation and played like 
it ." 
On Seattle: "We really need to pull in. We still need the win to make the playoffs without counting on other 
teams to lose. Right now our goal is to extend the season, and make the playoffs." 
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1997 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
Date Opponent Result George Fox Scorers 
9-6 Evergreen State w 9-0 Tinder-2, Turpen, Cook, Fleming, 
Johnson-2,Shaffer-2 
9-9 Western Baptist w 2-1 Tinder, Turpen 
9-13 Pacific Lutheran W* 1-0 Crown 
9-14 Univ. of Puget Sound L* 0-1 none 
9-17 Willamette W* 2-1 Shaffer, Johnson 
9-20 Whitworth W* 1-0 Johnson 
9-21 Whitman W* 3-0 Misiewicz-2, Shaffer 
9-24 Linfield W* 2-1 (OT) Turpen, Brownlee 
9-26 Pacific L * 1-3 Brownlee 
9-27 Univ. of Redlands w 3-0 Fleming, Cook, Misiewicz 
10-4 Seattle L * 0-1 none 
10-8 Willamette W* 2-1 (OT) Wells, Misiewicz 
10-11 Univ. of Puget Sound L * 0-3 none 
10-12 Pacific Lutheran T * 0-0 (OT) none 
10-18 Whitman* W * 2-0 Misiewicz, Fleming 
10-19 Whitworth* W * 2-1 Fleming-2 
10-22 Linfield* W * 2-0 Moody, Fleming 
I 0-25 Pacific* L * 2-3(0T) Fleming, Pohlman 
11-2 Seattle* 
11-8 NCIC Semifinals 
11-9 Championship 
11-14 NAIA Regional Semifinals 
11-15 NAIA Regional Championship 
11124-29 NAIA National Tournament 
*Northwest Conference Game 
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WHAT'S BRUIN 
Men's Soccer 
Sports News 
George Fox 2, Linfield 0 
NEWBERG, Ore. --In its final home game of the season, George Fox University 
shut out conference rival Linfield College 2-0, in Northwest Conference action 
Wednesday (Oct. 22). 
Midfielder Merrick Brownlee (Fr., South Eugene HS, Ore.) hit a 
cross pass in front of the box to set up Michael Moody (Jr., lnglemoor HS, 
Bothell, Wash.) for the first score at 33 minutes. 
Two minutes after the half, Wade Fleming (Jr., Lakeridge HS, 
Oregon City, Ore.) followed a shot that Josh Turpen (Jr., Sammamish 
HS, Bellevue, Wash.) ricocheted off the left post for the Bruins final score. 
Goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Jr., Aloha HS, Beaverton, Ore.) 
recorded his third shutout in the last four games, his eighth of the year. 
Scoring: 
GF 
GF 
33 min. 
47 min. 
Michael Moody (Merrick Brownlee) GF 1-0 
Wade Fleming (Josh Turpen) GF 2-0 
Records: George Fox 12-4-1 overall , 9-4-1 NCIC 
Linfield 5-10-1 overall, 3-9-1 NCIC 
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Fleming Named Conference Player of Week 
Wade Fleming (Jr., Lakeridge HS, Oregon City HS) earned Northwest Conference 
of Independent Colleges Player of the Week honors Monday (Oct. 20) . Fleming changed 
positions last week, moving up from midfielder to forward to help spark the Bruin offense. 
The relocation paid off as Fleming scored a goal against Whitman College Saturday (Oct. 18) 
and both goals in George Fox's crucial 2-1 overtime win over Whitworth College on Sunday 
(Oct. 19). Fleming leads the Bruins with five goals and five assists. He was an NAIA 
Honorable Mentional All-American last season. 
Faint Hopes Continue for Bruin Streak 
A series of upsets this week gave new life to George Fox's goal of making it a 
complete decade at the top. The Bruins have finished first or second in their district or 
conference for nine consecutive seasons, but this season find themselves fighting to reach the 
postseason. George Fox holds a tenuous grip on the fourth and final Northwest Conference 
playoff berth with three conference games remaining, including tough matchups with NCIC-
leading Seattle University and defending champion Pacific University. Last week the No. 2, 3 
and 5 teams in the conference lost games to teams below them in the standings, while George 
Fox held steady with a pair of win~ . 
George Fox is corning off a NCIC title in 1995 and a NCIC runner-up finish in 
1996. 
Standings 
Seattle University 
University of Puget Sound 
Pacific University 
George Fox University 
Pacific Lutheran University 
Linfield College 
Willamette University 
Whitworth College 
Whitman College 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
NCIC Overall 
10-0-1 12-1-1 
8-3-2 9-3-3 
7-3-3 9-5-3 
8-4-1 11-4-1 
6-4-2 9-4-2 
3-8-1 5-9-l 
3-8-1 4-8-3 
2-7-3 4-7-3 
1-11 -0 2-13-0 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
.-
II 
• 
• 
-• 
.. 
-
-
• 
-
1 ne snuwm was me L.L.na or ~ewy · s coueg1are career. 
Scoring: 
GF 
GF 
58 min. 
64 min. 
Marc Misiewicz (Jeff Wells) 
Wade Fleming (Misiewicz) 
George Fox 2. Whitworth 1 COT) • 
•• 
GF l -0 
GF 2-0 
• 
• 
NEWBERG, Ore. - George Fox survived a scare, using overtime to defeat Whitworth College 2-1 on Sunday 
(Oct. 19) and stayed in the Northwest Conference playoff hunt. 
The Bruins got two goals from forward Wade Fleming (Jr., Lakeridge HS, Oregon City), who last 
week changed positions from midfielder to provide more offense. 
Whitworth, which was coming off a Saturday road win over defending NCIC champion Pacific 
University, had the Bruins 15 minutes from defeat before Fleming headed in the tying goal. Midfielder 
Greg Shaffer (Sr., North Medford HS, Ore.) set up the play, dribbling qown the right wing and crossing to 
the far post where forward Travis Johnson (Sr., Hidden Valley HS, Grants Pass, Ore.) headed it back to 
Fleming in the center of the goal. 
After misfiring on a one-on-one earlier in the game, Fleming redeemed himself with the gamewinner 
in overtime, beating the keeper on a fastbreak goal. He was mobbed by teammates following the score. 
Scoring: 
Whit 
GF 
GF 
BRUIN BITS: 
40 min. 
75 min . 
117 min . 
Kenny Krestian (Nathan Mullan) 
Wade Fleming (Travis Johnson) 
Fleming (Marc Misiewicz) 
Whit 1-0 
Tie l-1 
GF 2-1 
*** George Fox is outscoring its opponents 30-14 and has shut out seven opponents. 
*** George Fox has assured itself its 12th consecutive winning season and has matched its 1996 win total. 
The Bruins were 11-10-1 last season . 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA District 2 and Area 1 
coach of the Year) 
.-
•• 
;:1•.1/ 
9-20 
9-21 
9-24 
9-26 
9-27 
10-4 
10-8 
10-11 
10-12 
10-18 
10-19 
10-22 
10-25 
11-2 
11-8 
11-9 
11-14 
11-15 
11124-29 
wmamette W* 
Whitworth W* 
Whitman W* 
Linfield W* 
Pacific L* 
Univ. of Redlands W 
Seattle L * 
Willamette W* 
Univ. of Puget Sound L * 
Pacific Lutheran T * 
Whitman* W* 
Whitworth* W * 
Linfield* 
Pacific* 
Seattle* 
NCIC Semifinals 
Championship 
NAIA Regional Semifinals 
NAIA Regional Championship 
NAIA National Tournament 
*Northwest Conference Game 
2-1 
1-0 
3-0 
2-1 (OT) 
1-3 
3-0 
0-1 
2-1 (OT) 
0-3 
0-0 (OT) 
2-0 
2-1 
Shaffer, Johnson 
Johnson 
Misiewicz-2, Shaffer 
Turpen, Brownlee 
Brownlee 
Fleming, Cook, Misiewicz 
none 
Wells, Misiewicz 
none 
none 
Misiewicz, Fleming 
Fleming-2 
• 
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WHAT'S BRUIN 
Oct. 13, 1997 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/554-2127 
rfel ton@ georgefox.edu 
BRUIN SOCCER 
Sports News 
Overall 9-4-1, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges 6-4-1 
Bruin Streak in Danger 
George Fox's goal of making it a complete decade at the top is on the line. The 
Bruins have finished first or second in their district or conference for nine consecutive 
seasons, but this season find themselves fighting to reach the postseason. George Fox 
holds a tenuous grip on the fourth and final Northwest Conference playoff berth with five 
games remaining. 
George Fox is coming off a NCIC title in 1995 and a NCIC runner-up finish in 
1996. 
Standings 
Seattle University 
Pacific University 
University of Puget Sound 
George Fox University 
Pacific Lutheran University 
Linfield College 
Whitworth College 
Willamette University 
Whitman College 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
NCIC Overall 
10-0-1 11-1-1 
6-2-3 8-4-3 
6-2-2 7-2-3 
6-4-1 9-4-1 
5-2-2 8-2-2 
3-5-1 5-6-1 
1-6-3 3-6-3 
1-8-1 2-8-3 
1-9-0 2-H-0 
Saturday, Oct. 18, 2:30p.m .... vs. Whitman College ... Newberg, Ore .... Northwest 
Conference match ... George Fox shut out Whitman 3-0 in Walia Walia on Sept. 
2l.. .George Fox leads the series 5-1 series .. . First match of three-game home stand. 
Sunday, Oct. 19, 2:30 p.m .... vs . Whitworth College .. . Newberg, Ore .. .. NCIC match .. . 
George Fox won a 1-0 decision over Whitworth on Sept. 20 .. George Fox leads the series 
5-2- 1. 
Wednesday, Oct. 22, 4 p.m .... vs. Linfield College ... Newberg, Ore .. .. NCIC 
match .. . George Fox won the first meeting this season 2-1 in overtime in McMinnville, 
Ore. 
-more-
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LAST WEEK: 
George Fox 2. Willamette 1 COT) 
SALEM, Ore. - Forward Marc Misiewicz (So., Renton HS, Wash.) scored in overtime to push 
George Fox past Willamette University 2-1 in a Northwest Conference game played Wednesday (Sept. 8). 
Misiewicz's goal came two minutes into overtime. 
George Fox goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Jr., Aloha HS, Ore.) stopped a penalty kick at 80 
minutes to force the game into overtime. 
Midfielder Jeff Wells (Jr., Evergreen HS, Ridgefield, Wash.) put the Bruins up with a 
score at 50 minutes. 
Scoring 
GF 50 min. 
WU 68 min. 
GF 92 min. 
Jeff Wells 
Ivan Wood 
Marc Misiewicz 
Puget Sound 3. George Fox 0 
GF 1-0 
Tie 1-1 
GF 2-1 
TACOMA, Wash.- University of Puget Sound held George Fox scoreless for the second time this season 
and took a 3-0 Northwest Conference win Saturday (Oct. 11). 
The Loggers's Tye Tolentino stole a backpass and scored the first of UPS's three first-half goals. 
George Fox 0. Pacific Lutheran 0 
TACOMA, Wash.- Goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Jr., Aloha HS, Ore.) and the George Fox defense 
recorded their sixth shutout of the season, but the Bruin offense sputtered in a 0-0 tie with Northwest 
Conference opponent Pacific Lutheran University on Sunday (Oct. 12). 
Midfielder Josh Turpen (Jr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.) had a 20-yard bullet 
aimed for the upper comer of the goal that was saved by 'diving PLU goalkeeper Jonas Tanzer in the 
second half. 
BRUIN BITS: 
*** George Fox is outscoring its opponents 26-13 and has shut out six opponents. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA District 2 and 
Area 1 coach of the Year) 
On Willamette: "We played pretty well offensively. We just didn't finish our chances. It's a trend we 
haven't had at Fox a lot, but it's a fairly common theme in soccer. Defensively, we struggled. We let 
them get behind us a little too easily. We ended up needing to use overtime to get the win we really 
needed." 
On UPS: "We gave them a goal. Their goalkeeper made a point-blank save on a shot by Travis Johnson 
from four-five yards out. A few minutes later, we managed to misplay a harmless back pass. They have 
to get credit for being there and willing to put it into the open net. We didn't play well offensively the rest 
of the way. They made it look pretty easy." 
On PLU: "It was a do-or-die situation for us. I guess we're still hooked up to the tubes. We gave it the 
effort we needed. We had several seemingly easy scoring chances, but couldn't get it past the Swedish 
wonder in goal." 
-more-
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On Whitman/Whitworth: "For us it's the playoffs. If we lose or tie a game, we're probably out. We have 
no option but to go out and take every game very seriously. The fact we were able to beat Whitman and 
Whitworth over there gives us hope, but this is soccer and you have to put it in the net to win." 
1997 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
Date Opponent 
9-6 Evergreen State 
Result 
w 
9-9 Western Baptist W 
9-13 Pacific Lutheran W* 
9-14 Univ. of Puget Sound L* 
9 -17 Willamette W* 
9-20 Whitworth W* 
9-21 Whitman W* 
9-24 Linfield W* 
9-26 Pacific L* 
9-27 Univ. of Redlands W 
10-4 Seattle L* 
10-8 Willamette W* 
10-11 Univ. of Puget Sound L* 
10-12 Pacific Lutheran T* 
10-18 Whitman* 
10-19 Whitworth* 
10-22 Linfield* 
10-25 Pacific* 
11-2 Seattle* 
11-8 NCIC Semifinals 
11-9 Championship 
11-14 NAIA Regional Semifinals 
11-15 NAIA Regional Championship 
11124-29 NAIA National Tournament 
*Northwest Conference Game 
9-0 
2-1 
1-0 
0-1 
2-1 
1-0 
3-0 
2-1 (OT) 
1-3 
3-0 
0-1 
2-1 (OT) 
0-3 
0-0 (OT) 
George Fox Scorers 
Tinder-2, Turpen, Cook, Fleming, 
Johnson-2, Shaffer-2 
Tinder, Turpen 
Crown 
none 
Shaffer, Johnson 
Johnson 
Misiewicz-2, Shaffer 
Turpen, Brownlee 
Brownlee 
Fleming, Cook, Misiewicz 
none 
Wells, Misiewicz 
none 
none 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY 1997 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
RECORD 
Conference 
PLAYER 
Joe Crown 
Nick Cook 
Matt Tinder 
Mark Misiewicz 
Josh Turpen 
Wade Fleming 
Chad Pohlman 
Jeff Wells 
Mike Moody 
Kris Sorensen 
Travis Johnson 
Tommy Kolodge 
Merrick Brownlee 
Chris Wood 
Greg Shaffer 
Andy Harper 
Jonathan Williams 
Others 
TOTAL 
KEEPER 
Curtis Selby 
Bryant Ercanbrack 
Brandon Reyna 
TOTAL 
WIN 
9 
6 
GAMES 
14 
13 
12 
14 
14 
12 
14 
14 
14 
7 
14 
14 
13 
8 
14 
0 
9 
1 
14 
GAMES 
14 
0 
1 
14 
LOSS 
4 
4 
GOALS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
3 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
4 
0 
2 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
26 
GA 
13 
0 
0 
13 
TIE 
1 
1 
GPG 
0.071 
0.154 
0.250 
0.286 
0.214 
0.167 
0.000 
0.071 
0.000 
0.000 
0.286 
0.000 
0.154 
0.000 
0.286 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.857 
GAPG 
0.929 
0.000 
0.000 
0.897 
ASSISTS 
2 
3 
0 
1 
3 
5 
2 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
22 
SAVES 
61 
0 
1 
62 
PCT. 
0.679 
0.591 
APG 
0.143 
0.231 
0.000 
0.071 
0.214 
0.417 
0.143 
0.071 
0.071 
0.000 
0.143 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.143 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.571 
SVPG 
4.357 
0.000 
1.000 
4.429 
10/13/97 
GF 
26 
12 
POINTS 
4 
7 
6 
9 
9 
9 
2 
3 
1 
0 
10 
0 
4 
0 
10 
0 
0 
0 
74 
MIN 
1260 
0 
45 
1305 
GA 
13 
12 
PPG 
0.286 
0.538 
0.500 
0.643 
0.643 
0.750 
0.143 
0.214 
0.071 
0.000 
0.714 
0.000 
0.308 
0.000 
0.714 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
5.286 
SHUTOUTS 
6 
0 
0 
6 
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WHAT'S BRUIN 
Oct. 6, 1997 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/554-2127 
rfelton@ georgefox.edu 
BRUIN SOCCER 
Overall 8-3, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges 5-3 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Sports News 
~·~ 
Wednesday, Oct. 8, 4:30 p.m ... at Willamette University ... Salem, Ore .. .. Northwest Conference 
match ... First of three consecutive road games ... On Sept. 17, George Fox came from behind to 
win 2-1in Newberg ... George Fox is 3-0 on the road this season ... George Fox leads the series 
10-8-2. 
Saturday, Oct. 11, 2:30p.m. ... at University of Puget Sound .. . Tacoma, Wash .... Northwest 
Conference match ... UPS gave George Fox its first loss of the season, a 1-0 decision Sept. 14 
in Newberg ... The series is tied at 5-5. 
Sunday, Oct. 12, 2:30, p.m ... . at Pacific Lutheran University ... Tacoma, Wash .... Northwest 
Conference match .. . George Fox won the first meeting this season, l-0 in Newberg on Sept. 
13 ... George Fox leads the series 5-4. 
LAST WEEK: 
Seattle University 2. George Fox 0 
No. 5 ranked Seattle University scored a pair of first half goals and held on to hand 
George Fox a 2-0 loss in a Northwest Conference match Saturday (Oct. 4). 
Seattle's Kelly Barton scored the first goal at 11 minutes off a goal box scramble 
following a comer kick. 
His teammate Jamin Olmstead scored the insurance goal just before halftime off an 
assist from Kurt Swanson. 
George Fox - which had been ranked No. 18 in the Sept. 23 poll - was shut out for 
the second time this season. 
Scoring: 
su 
su 
BRUIN BITS: 
11 min. 
44 min. 
Kelly Barton (Stan Thesenvitz) 
Jamin Olmstead (Kurt Swanson) 
su 1-0 
su 2-0 
*** A decade of consistency is the goal of the George Fox men's soccer team. The Bruins 
have finished first or second in their district or conference for nine consecutive seasons. 
George Fox is coming off a NCIC title in 1995 and a NCIC runner-up finish in 1996. 
*** George Fox is outscoring its opponents 24-9 and has shut out five opponents. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA 
District 2 and Area 1 coach of the Year) 
On Seattle: "It was difficult playing conditions for both teams. We had a good idea of what 
would work, but it seemed that Seattle executed our game plan better than we did." 
-more-
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On Willamette: "They are always tough. When we played them at home, they took an early 
lead over us. We know that they are dangerous, and when we step out onto the field, it'll be 
time for a gut check to see how we're going to play." 
On Puget Sound: "We really need to get our offense up against UPS. Last time we played, 
they only took three or four shots, and ended up beating us, but if we get going on offense, 
we'll give them a little bit more trouble." 
1997 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
Date 
9-6 
9-9 
9-13 
9-14 
9-17 
9-20 
9-21 
9-24 
9-26 
9-27 
10-4 
10-8 
10-11 
10-12 
10-18 
10-19 
10-22 
10-25 
11-2 
11-8 
11-9 
11-14 
11-15 
11124-29 
Opponent 
Evergreen State 
Western Baptist 
Pacific Lutheran 
Univ. of Puget Sound 
Willamette 
Whitworth 
Whitman 
Linfield 
Pacific 
Univ. of Redlands 
Seattle 
Willamette* 
Univ. of Puget Sound* 
Pacific Lutheran* 
Whitman* 
Whitworth* 
Linfield* 
Pacific* 
Seattle* 
NCIC Semifinals 
Championship 
Result 
w 9-0 
w 2-1 
W* 1-0 
L* 0-1 
W* 2-1 
W* 1-0 
W* 3-0 
W* 2-1 
L* 1-3 
w 3-0 
L* 0-1 
NAIA Regional Semifinals 
NAIA Regional Championship 
NAIA National Tournament 
*Northwest Conference Game 
Geoq~e Fox Scorers 
Tinder-2, Turpen, Cook, Fleming, 
Johnson-2, Shaffer-2 
Tinder, Turpen 
Crown 
none 
Shaffer, Johnson 
Johnson 
Misiewicz-2, Shaffer 
Turpen, Brownlee 
Brownlee 
Fleming, Cook, Misiewicz 
none 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY 1997 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 10/6/97 
WIN LOSS TIE PCT. GF GA 
RECORD 8 3 0 0.727 24 9 
Conference 5 3 0 0.625 10 8 
PLAYER GAMES GOALS GPG ASSISTS APG POINTS PPG 
Joe Crown 11 1 0.091 2 0.182 4 0.364 
Nick Cook 10 2 0.200 3 0.300 7 0.700 
Matt Tinder 10 3 0.300 0 0.000 6 0.600 
Mark Misiewicz 11 3 0.273 1 0.091 7 0.636 
Josh Turpen 11 3 0.273 3 0.273 9 0.818 
Wade Fleming 10 2 0.200 3 0.300 7 0.700 
Chad Pohlman 11 0 0.000 2 0.182 2 0.182 
Jeff Wells 11 0 0.000 1 0.091 1 0.091 
Mike Moody 11 0 0.000 1 0.091 1 0.091 
Kris Sorensen 7 0 0.000 0 0.000 0 0.000 
Travis Johnson 11 4 0.364 2 0.182 10 0.909 
Tommy Kolodge 11 0 0.000 0 0.000 0 0.000 
Merrick Brownlee 10 2 0.200 0 0.000 4 0.400 
Chris Wood 5 0 0.000 0 0.000 0 0.000 
Greg Shaffer 11 4 0.364 2 0.182 10 0.909 
Andy Harper 0 0 0.000 0 0.000 0 0.000 
Jonathan Williams 7 0 0.000 0 0.000 0 0.000 
Others 1 0 0.000 0 0.000 0 0.000 
TOTAL 11 24 2.182 20 1.818 68 6.182 
KEEPER GAMES GA GAPG SAVES SVPG MIN SHUTOUTS 
Curtis Selby 11 9 0.848 43 3.909 955 5 
Bryant Ercanbrack 0 0 0.000 0 0.000 0 0 
Brandon Reyna 1 0 0.000 1 1.000 45 0 
TOTAL 11 9 0.810 44 4.000 1000 5 
Spo rts 
Informa tion 
Office 
GEORGE FOX 
UNIVERSITY 
---~---
414 N . MER I DIAN ST . 
NEWBERG. OR 97132 . 2 697 
503 .538 . 8383 EXT 2127 
WHAT'S BRUIN 
Sept. 29, 1997 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
rfelton@ georgefox.edu 
BRUIN SOCCER 
Overall: 8-2, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges: 5-2 
Sports News 
Men's Soccer Team Earns First NAIA National Ranking of Year 
George Fox University's men's soccer team ranked No. 18 in the third NAIA 
national poll, released Tuesday, Sept. 23. 
The ranking was the first in two seasons for George Fox's men's soccer program. 
The Bruins previously were ranked in 1992, 1993, 1994 and 1995. 
No. 8 Seattle University is the only other Northwest team in the top 25 . The two 
teams are scheduled to meet Saturday, Oct. 4 in Newberg. 
Curtis Selby Named Conference and Region Player of the Week 
George Fox goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Jr., Aloha HS, Ore.) was last week' s player of 
the week for the Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges and the Pacific Northwest 
Region. 
Selby earned the honor after allowing one goal in three matches, as George Fox 
defeated three NCIC opponents: Willamette University, Whitworth College and Whitman 
College. 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Saturday, Oct. 4, 2:30 p.m .... Seattle University . .. Newberg, Ore .. .. Seattle is No. 8 in the 
NAJA national poll.. .Seattle joined the Northwest Conference this season .. . First meeting 
between the two teams since 1993 
... Seattle leads the series 3-2-1. 
LAST WEEK: 
George Fox 2. Linfield 1 OT 
MCMINNVILLE, Ore.-- Midfielder Merrick Brownlee (Fr., South Eugene, Ore.) scored 
the game-winning header in overtime to give George Fox a 2-l Northwest Conference win 
over Yamhill County rival Linfield on Wednesday (Sept. 24). 
Midfielder Josh Turpen (Jr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.) scored on a free 
kick from 20 yards out to give the Bruins the halftime lead, but Linfield sent it to overtime 
with a goal lO minutes from the end of regulation. 
Nine minutes into overtime, Chad Pohlman (Jr., Shorecrest HS, Seattle, Wash.) 
threw in to Travis Johnson (Sr., Hidden Valley HS, Grants Pass, Ore.) who set up 
Brownlee for the game winner. 
Scoring: 
GF 
Lin. 
GF 
41 min. 
80 min. 
99 min. 
Josh Turpen (unassisted) 
Joe Duenn 
Merrick Brownlee (Travis Johnson) 
-more-
GF 1-0 
Tie 1-l 
GF 2- l 
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Pacific University 3. George Fox I 
NEWBERG, Ore. --Pacific University upset No. 18-ranked George Fox 3-1 in a muddy 
Northwest Conference match on Friday (Sept. 26) . 
George Fox got the first score from Merrick Brownlee (South Eugene HS, Eugene, 
Ore.) at 14 minutes into the game. 
Pacific responded 30 seconds later as Chad Speer tied it up 1-1, and the Boxers went 
on to score two more goals late in the second half to clinch the win. 
The Bruins held a 20-10 shooting advantage, but Pacific goalkeeper Nick Vorberg, 
recorded 14 saves. 
Scoring: 
GF 
PU 
PU 
PU 
14 min. 
15 min. 
74 min. 
83 min. 
Merrick Brownlee 
Chad Speer 
Erick Pipher 
Wayne Waier 
George Fox University 3. University of Redlands 0 
GF 1-0 
Tie 1-1 
PU 2-1 
PU 3-1 
NEWBERG, ORE-- Midfielder Wade Fleming (Jr., Lakeridge HS, Oregon City, Ore.) 
scored and assisted as NAIA No. 18-ranked George Fox cruised to a 3-0 non-conference win 
in its first-ever meeting with NCAA Div. III University of Redlands. 
George Fox assaulted the Bulldog goal with 20 shots in the first half, converting on 
three. At the 10-minute-mark Fleming took a pass from forward Greg Shaffer (Sr., North 
Medford HS, Ore.), attacked the middle, and chipped the ball over the keeper's head for the 
first goal of the game. 
Fleming then set up a score at 29 minutes by forward Nick Cook (North Medford 
HS, Ore.) with a cross from the left side. 
With just two minutes left in the first half, midfielder Josh Turpen (Jr., Sammamish 
HS, Bellevue, Wash.) connected with forward Marc Misiewicz (So., Renton HS, Wash.) in 
a goal-mouth scramble for the final score. 
Goalkeepers Curtis Selby (Jr., Aloha HS, Ore.) and Brandon Reyna (Fr., Boulder 
City HS, Nev.) split the shutout, the fifth of the year for the Bruins. 
George Fox finished with a 26-5 shot advantage. 
Scoring: 
GF 10 min. Wade Fleming (Greg Shaffer) GF 1-0 
GF 29 min. Nick Cook (Fleming) GF 2-0 
GF 43 min. Marc Misiewicz (Turpen) GF 3-0 
BRUIN BITS: 
*** A decade of consistency is the goal of the George Fox men's soccer team. The Bruins 
have finished first or second in their district or conference for nine consecutive seasons. 
George Fox is coming off a NCIC title in 1995 and a NCIC runner-up finish in 1996. 
*** George Fox is outscoring its opponents 24-7 and has shut out five opponents. 
-more-
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CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA 
District 2 and Area I coach of the Year) 
On Linfield: "We played very poorly. Our decision making was atrocious, but we still ended 
up coming away with the win." 
On Pacific: "It was the first time in three years that I felt we outplayed Pacific, but the score 
didn't reflect that. The game proved that everything happens inside the penalty box. We had 
them pinned down several times, but couldn't take advantage." 
On University of Redlands: "This was a good opportunity to compete against a NCAA Div 
III school, since that is what we will be soon. They definitely weren't used to the (muddy) 
conditions, and had trouble adjusting to it." 
On Seattle: 'They are unbeaten so far and are always a high-quality team. This will be our 
first full week of practice in quite awhile, so we'll get a chance to work on some weaknesses 
and be ready for them." 
1997 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
Date 
9-6 
Opponent 
Evergreen State 
9-9 Western Baptist 
9-13 Pacific Lutheran 
9-14 Univ. of Puget Sound 
9-17 Willamette 
9-20 Whitworth 
9-21 Whitman 
9-24 Linfield* 
9-26 Pacific* 
9-27 Univ. of Redlands 
10-4 Seattle* 
10-8 Willamette* 
10-11 Univ. of Puget Sound 
10-12 Pacific Lutheran* 
10-18 Whitman* 
10-19 Whitworth* 
10-22 Linfield* 
10-25 Pacific* 
11-2 Seattle* 
11-8 NCIC Semifinals 
11-9 Championship 
11-14 NAIA Regional Semifinals 
Result 
w 9-0 
w 2-1 
W* 1-0 
L* 0-1 
W* 2-1 
W* 1-0 
W* 3-0 
W* 2-1 
L* 1-3 
w 3-0 
11-15 NAIA Regional Championship 
11124-29 NAIA National Tournament 
*Northwest Conference Game 
George Fox Scorers 
Tinder-2, Turpen, Cook, Fleming, 
Johnson -2, Shaffer-2 
Tinder, Turpen 
Crown 
None 
Shaffer, Johnson 
Johnson 
Misiewicz-2, Shaffer 
Turpen, Brownlee 
Brownlee 
Fleming, Cook, Misiewicz 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY 1997 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
WIN LOSS TIE. 
RECORD 8 2 0 
Conference 5 2 0 
PLAYER GAMES GOALS GPG 
Joe Crown 1 0 1 0.100 
Nick Cook 9 2 0.222 
Matt Tinder 9 3 0.333 
Mark Misiewicz 1 0 3 0.300 
Josh Turpen 1 0 3 0.300 
Wade Fleming 9 2 0.222 
Chad Pohlman 1 0 0 0.000 
Jeff Wells 1 0 0 0.000 
Mike Moody 1 0 0 0.000 
Kris Sorensen 6 0 0.000 
Travis Johnson 1 0 4 0.400 
Tommy Kolodge 1 0 0 0.000 
Merrick Brownlee 9 2 0.222 
Chris Wood 4 0 0.000 
Greg Shaffer 1 0 4 0.400 
Andy Harper 0 0 
Jonathan Williams 6 0 0.000 
Others 1 0 0.000 
TOTAL 10 24 2.400 
KEEPER GAMES GA GAPG 
Curtis Selby 1 0 7 0.728 
Bryant Ercanbrack 0 0 
Brandon Reyna 1 0 0.000 
TOTAL 1 0 7 0.692 
ASSISTS 
2 
3 
0 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
20 
SAVES 
38 
0 
1 
39 
PCT. 
0.800 
0.714 
APG 
0 .200 
0.333 
0.000 
0.100 
0.300 ' 
0.333 
0.200 
0 .100 
0.100 
0 .000 
0 .200 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 .200 
0.000 
o:ooo 
2.000 
SVPG 
3.800 
1.000 
3.900 
9/29/97 
GF GA 
24 7 
10 6 
POINTS PPG 
4 0.400 
7 0.778 
6 0.667 
7 0.700 
9 0 .90()) 
7 0 .778 
2 0.200 
1 0 .100 
1 0.100 
0 0 .000 
1 0 1.000 
0 0. 000 
4 0.444 
0 0. 000 
1 0 1.000 
0 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
68 6.80({)) 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
865 
0 
45 
910 
5 
(l) 
([j) 
5 
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WHAT'S BRUIN 
College Women's Soccer 
Sports News 
Seattle University 1, George Fox University 0 
NEWBERG, Ore.-- No. 15-ranked Seattle University scored off a deflected shot in the 
second half to slip by George Fox 1-0 in a Northwest Conference game played Saturday 
(Oct. 4). 
Seattle's Megan Trautman scored from about 20 yards out when her shot 
deflected off of a George Fox defender, lofted over GFU goalkeeper Megan Gibson (Fr., 
Henley HS, Klamath Falls, Ore.) and bounced off the right goalpost and into the net. 
She was assisted by Stephanie Provost.. 
SU's Carrie Gorhaty recorded the shutout. She faced 15 shots. 
Scoring: 
SU 48 min . Megan Trautman (Stephanie Provost) SU 1-0 
Records: George Fox 7-4,4-4 NCIC, Seattle 8-1-1,5-1-1 NCIC 
College Men's Soccer 
George Fox University Seattle University 
NEWBERG, Ore.-No. 5 ranked Seattle University scored a pair of goals in the first half, 
and went on to hand George Fox 2-0 loss in a Northwest Conference match on Saturday 
(Oct. 4) 
Seattle' s Kelly Barton scored the first goal at 11 minutes off a goalbox scramble 
following a comer kick. 
His teammate Jamin Olmstead scored the insurance goal off an assist from Kurt 
Swanson. 
Seattle out shot the Bruins 17-7. 
George Fox- which had been ranked No. 18 in the Sept. 23 poll- was shut out 
for just the second time this season. 
Scoring: 
Seattle 11 min. 
Seattle 44 min. 
Kelly Burton (Stan Thesenvitz) 
Jamin Olmstead (Kurt Swanson) 
Records: George Fox 8-3, 5-3 NCIC, Seattle 8-1, 7-0 NCIC 
Seattle 1-0 
Seattle 2-0 
Sports 
Information 
Office 
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WHAT'S BRUIN 
Sept 22, 1997 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
rfelton@ georgefox.edu 
BRUIN SOCCER 
Overall: 6-1, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges: 4-1 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Sports News 
Wednesday, Sept. 24, 4:30p.m ... . at Linfield College ... McMinnville, Ore .... Northwest 
Conference game ... George Fox swept Linfield last season 1-0 (OT) in McMinnville and 2-0 
in Newberg. 
Friday, Sept. 26, 4:30p.m .... vs. Pacific University ... Newberg, Orc ..... Pacific swept George 
Fox last year winning 5-2 in Forest Grove, 1-0 in Newberg and 1-0 in the NCIC Tournament 
championship .... The Bruins lead the overall series I 0-9. 
Saturday, Sept. 27, 2:30p.m . ... vs. University of Redlands ... Newberg, Ore .... Non-conference 
game ... . First ever meeting . . . Redlands is a NCAA Division lii school of 1,500 in Redlands, 
Calif. 
LAST WEEK: 
George Fox University 2. Willamette University 1 
NEWBERG, ORE. -- George Fox University recovered from an early i-0 deficit to 
post a 2-1 win over visiting Willamette University in a muddy Northwest Conference 
game played Wednesday (Sept. 17). 
The Bearcats started quickly, with forward Chase Jordan turning and firing on 
a cross pass from Rob Laizure for the first score at the three-minute mark. 
The Bruins came back at the end of the first half, when Greg Shaffer (Sr., 
North Medford HS, Medford, Ore.) chipped in a shot after the ball deflected off 
Willamette's goalkeeper, making it 1-L 
After a scramble in front of the box, Chad Pohlman (Jr., Shorecrest HS, 
Seattle, Wash.) passed off to Travis Johnson (Sr., Hidden VaHey HS, Grants 'Pass, 
Ore.) for the game winner at 62 minutes. 
Scoring: 
Will 
GF 
GF 
3 min. 
37 min. 
62 min. 
George Fox 1. Whitworth 0 
Chase Jordan (Rob Laizure) 
Greg Shaffer (unassisted) 
Travis Johnson (Chad Pohlman) 
Will 1-0 
Tie 1-1 
GF 2-1 
SPOKANE, WASH. --Travis Johnson (Sr., Hidden Valley HS, Grantc; Pass, Ore.) 
scored on a diving header at 31 minutes to give George Fox a 1-0 Northwest 
Conference win over Whitworth College Saturday (Sept. 20). 
Midfielder Josh Turpen (Jr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.) made a 
crossing pass across the goal mouth to the far post. Joe Crown (Kent-Meridian HS, 
Kent, Wash.) headed it back and Johnson dove in for the game winner. 
Goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Aloha HS, Beaverton, Ore.) recorded his third 
shutout of the season. 
Scoring: 
GF 31 min. Travis Johnson (Turper./Crown) GF 1-0 
-more-
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George Fox 3. Whitman 0 
WALLA WALLA. WASH.-- Forward Marc Misiewicz (Renton HS, Wash.) scored his first collegiate goals, 
leading George Fox to a 3-0 Northwest Conference win at Whitman College. 
Misiewicz scored at the five- and 22-minute marks, converting on passes from Travis Johnson (Sr., 
Hidden Valley HS, Grants Pass, Ore.) and Josh Turpen (Jr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.). 
Forward Greg Shaffer (Sr., North Medford HS, Ore.) knocked in the final George Fox goal. 
Goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Jr., Aloha HS, Ore.) recorded his fourth shutout of the season. 
Scoring: 
GF 
GF 
GF 
BRUIN BITS: 
5 min. 
22 min. 
56 min. 
Marc Misiewicz (Travis Johnson) 
Misiewicz (Josh Turpen) 
Greg Shaffer (Jeff Wells) 
GF 1-0 
GF 2-0 
GF 3-0 
*** Defender Chad Pohlman (Jr., Shorecrest HS, Seattle, Wash.) and forward Marc. Misiewicz (So., 
Renton HS, Wash.) both turned 21 during the Bruins' road trip to Eastern Washington. 
Pohlman (Sept. 21) marked the occasion by contributing to a pair of shutouts and Misiewicz (Sept. 
20) scored his first collegiate goals against Whitman. 
"It was great for Mark to get a couple goals for a birthday presen.t," said Head Coach Manfred 
Tschan. "He was due." 
How did they celebrate? "Chad's mom brought birthday cake to the pizza place," said Tschan. 
"That was the extent of the celebration - that and some ugly singing." 
*** George Fox is outscoring its opponents 18-3. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from Head Coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA District 2 and Area 1 
coach of the Year) 
On Willamette: "It was not a pretty game, just like the conditions. I thought our performance wasn't exactly 
convincing ." 
On Whitworth: "It was a very good hard-fought game and it could have gone either way . Both teams 
obviously were ready. It was well-played and well-officiated. It probably was our best game of the season. 
Travis Johnson's goal was beautiful. Whitworth is always tough to beat there. They're a good team." 
On Whitman: "It was a good second-day effort. We haven't always had that. Merrick Brownlee was out 
with a head wound from the day before so we juggled our lineup a little bit. (Backup goalkeeper) Chris 
Wood got his first action as a field player. He was pretty impressive." 
On Linfield: "I hope the guys remember how much we struggled to win in McMinnville last year. I fully 
expect that type of tooth and nail type of game." 
Pacific: "It'll be interesting to see how this year' s matchup shakes out. During the last two years, Pacific 
seemed to give us our toughest games of year. Last year it was tougher for us than for them. We'll see if can 
reverse it this year. They're going to be tough." 
On Redlands: "It's great to get to play someone from outside the region. They are a (NCAA) Dill school. 
This obviously is a tough week for us. We're going to go for~ 9-10 day stretch here where we only have 
one practice, but lots of games." 
-more-
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY 1997 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
RECORD 
Conference 
PLAYER 
Joe Crown 
Nick Cook 
Matt Tinder 
Mark Misiewicz 
Josh Turpen 
Wade Fleming 
Chad Pohlman 
Jeff Wells 
Mike Moody 
Kris Sorensen 
Travis Johnson 
Tommy Kolodge 
Merrick Brownlee 
Chris Wood 
Greg Shaffer 
Andy Harper 
Jonathan Williams 
Others 
TOTAL 
KEEPER 
Curtis Selby 
Bryant Ercanbrack 
Brandon Reyna 
TOTAL 
WIN 
6 
4 
GAMES 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
7 
7 
7 
5 
7 
7 
6 
1 
7 
0 
5 
1 
7 
GAMES 
7 
0 
0 
7 
LOSS 
1 
1 
GOALS 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
18 
GA 
3 
0 
0 
3 
TIE 
0 
0 
GPG 
0.143 
0.143 
0.429 
0.286 
0.286 
0.167 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 .571 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.571 
0.000 
0.000 
2.571 
GAPG 
0.429 
0.429 
ASSISTS 
2 
3 
0 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 5 
SAVES 
30 
0 
0 
30 
PCT. 
0.857 
0.800 
APG 
0.286 
0.429 
0.000 
0.143 
0.286 
0.333 
0.286 
0.143 
0.143 
0.000 
0 .143 
0.000 
0 .000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
2.143 
SVPG 
4.286 
4.286 
9/22/97 
GF GA 
1 8 3 
7 2 
POINTS PPG 
4 0.571 
5 0.714 
6 0.857 
5 0.714 
6 0.857 
4 0.667 
2 0.286 
1 0.143 
1 0.143 
0 0.000 
9 1.286 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
8 1 .14-3 
0 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
51 7.286 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
630 
0 
0 
630 
4 
0 
0 
4 
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1997 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
Date Opponent 
9-6 Evergreen State 
9-9 Western Baptist 
9-13 Pacific Lutheran 
9-14 Univ. ofPuget Soupd 
9-17 Willamette 
9-20 Whitworth 
9-21 Whitman 
9-24 Linfield* 
9-26 Pacific* 
9-27 Univ. of Redlands 
l 0-4 Seattle* 
10-8 Willamette* 
10-11 Univ. pf Puget Sound 
10- 1 2 Pacific" Lutheran* 
10-18 Whitman* 
10-19 Whitworth* 
10-22 Linfield* 
10-25 Pacific* 
11-2 Seattle* 
11-8 NCIC Semifinals 
11-9 Championship 
11-14 N AlA Regional Semifinals 
Result 
w 9-0 
w 2-1 
W* 1-0 
L* 0-1 
W* 2-1 
W* 1-0 
W* 3-0 
11-15 NAIA Regional Championship 
11124-29 NAIA National Tournament 
*North west Conference Game 
George Fox Scorers 
Tinder-2, Turpen, Cook, Fleming, Johnson -2, Shaffer-2 
Tinder, Turpen 
Crown 
Noae 
Shaffer, Johnson 
Johnson 
Misiewicz-2, Shaffer 
Sports 
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WHAT'S BRUIN 
Sports News 
Men's College Soccer 
Sept. 26, 1997 
Pacific University 3, George Fox 1 
NEWBERG, ORE --No. 18 ranked George Fox was upset by Pacific 3-1 in a muddy 
Northwest conference match on Friday (Sept. 26) 
George Fox got the first score from Merrick Brownlee (South Eugene HS, 
Eugene, Ore.) at 14 minutes into the game. 
Pacific responed by scoring 30 seconds later as Chad Speer tied it up 1-1, and 
the Pirates went on to score two more goals late in the second half to clinch the win. 
The Bruins held a 20-10 shooting advantage, but were held back by keeper 
Nick Vorberg, who recorded 14 saves for Pacific. 
Scoring: 
GF 
PU 
PU 
PU 
Records: 
14 min. 
15 min. 
74 min. 
83 min. 
Merrick Brownlee 
Chad Speer 
Eric Pipher 
Wayne Waier 
George Fox 7-2 (5-2 in conference) 
Pacific 6-2-2 (4-0-2 in conference) 
GF 1-0 
Tie 1-1 
PU 2-1 
PU 3-1 
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Sept. 22, 1997 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
rfelton@ georgefox.edu 
BRUIN SOCCER 
Overall: 6-1 , Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges: 4-1 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Sports News 
Wednesday, Sept. 24, 4:30p.m .. .. at Linfield College ... McMinnville, Ore ... . Northwest 
Conference game ... George Fox swept Linfield last season 1-0 (OT) in McMinnville and 2-0 
in Newberg. 
Friday, Sept. 26, 4:30p.m ..... vs. Pacific University . . . Newberg, Ore ... .. Pacific swept George 
Fox last year winning 5-2 in Forest Grove, 1-0 in Newberg and 1-0 in the NCIC Tournament 
championship .... The Bruins lead the overall series 10-9. 
Saturday, Sept. 27, 2:30p.m . .. . vs. University of Redlands .. . Newberg, Ore ... . Non-conference 
game .. .. First ever meeting .. . Redlands is a NCAA Division III school of 1,500 in Redlands, 
Calif. 
LAST WEEK: 
George Fox University 2. Willamette University 1 
NEWBERG, ORE. -- George Fox University recovered from an early 1-0 deficit to 
post a 2- 1 win over visiting Willamette University in a muddy Northwest Conference 
game played Wednesday (Sept. 17). · 
The Bearcats started quickly, with forward Chase Jordan turning and firing on 
a cross pass from Rob Laizure for the first score at the three-minute mark. 
The Bruins came back at the end of the first half, when Greg Shaffer (Sr., 
North Medford HS, Medford, Ore.) chipped in a shot after the ball deflected off 
Willamette's goalkeeper, making it 1-1. 
After a scramble in front of the box, Chad Pohlman (Jr., Shorecrest HS, 
Seattle, Wash.) passed off to Travis Johnson (Sr., Hidden VaHey HS, Grants Pass, 
Ore.) for the game winner at 62 minutes. 
Scoring: 
Will 
GF 
GF 
3 min. 
37 min. 
62 min. 
George Fox 1. Whitworth 0 
Chase Jordan (Rob Laizure) 
Greg Shaffer (unassisted) 
Travis Johnson (Chad Pohlman) 
Will1-0 
Tie 1-1 
GF 2-1 
SPOKANE, WASH. --Travis Johnson (Sr., Hidden Valley HS, Grants Pass, Ore.) 
scored on a diving header at 31 minutes to give George Fox a 1-0 Northwest 
Conference win over Whitworth College Saturday (Sept. 20). 
Midfielder Josh Turpen (Jr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.) made a 
crossing pass across the goal mouth to the far post. Joe Crown (Kent-Meridian HS, 
Kent, Wash.) headed it back and Johnson dove in for the game winner. 
Goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Aloha HS, Beaverton, Ore.) recorded his third 
shutout of the season. 
Scoring: 
GF 31 mm. Travis · Johnson (Turpen/ Crown) GF 1-0 
-more-
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George Fox 3. Whitman 0 
WALLA WALLA, WASH.-- Forward Marc Misiewicz (Renton HS, Wash.) scored his first collegiate goals, 
leading George Fox to a 3-0 Northwest Conference win at Whitman College. 
Misiewicz scored at the five- and 22-minute marks, converting on passes from Travis Johnson (Sr., 
Hidden Valley HS, Grants Pass, Ore.) and Josh Turpen (.Jr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.). 
Forward Greg Shaffer (Sr., North Medford HS, Ore.) knocked in the final George Fox goal. 
Goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Jr., Aloha HS, Ore.) recorded his fourth shutout of the season. 
Scoring: 
GF 
GF 
GF 
BRUIN BITS: 
5 min. 
22 min. 
56 min. 
Marc Misiewicz (Travis Johnson) 
Misiewicz (Josh Turpen) 
Greg Shaffer (Jeff Wells) 
GF l-0 
GF 2-0 
GF 3-0 
*** Defender Chad Pohlman (Jr., Shorecrest HS, Seattle, Wash.) and forward Marc Misiewicz (So., 
Renton HS, Wash.) both turned 21 during the Bruins' road trip to Eastern Washington. 
Pohlman (Sept. 21) marked the occasion by contributing to a pair of shutouts and Misiewicz (Sept. 
20) scored his first collegiate goals against Whitman. 
"It was great for Mark to get a couple goals for a birthday present," said Head Coach Manfred 
Tschan. "He was due." 
How did they celebrate? "Chad's mom brought birthday cake to the pizza place," said Tschan. 
"That was the extent of the celebration - that and some ugly singing." 
*** George Fox is outscoring its opponents 18-3. 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from Head Coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA District 2 and Area 1 
coach of the Year) 
On Willamette: "It was not a pretty game, just like the conditions. I thought our performance wasn't exactly 
convincing." 
On Whinvorth: "It was a very good hard-fought game and it could have gone either way. Both teams 
obviously were ready. It was well-played and well-officiated. It probably was our best game of the season. 
Travis Johnson's goal was beautiful. Whitworth is always tough to beat there. They're a good team." 
On Whitman: "It was a good second-day effort. We haven't always had that. Merrick Brownlee was out 
with a head wound from the day before so we juggled our lineup a little bit. (Backup goalkeeper) Chris 
Wood got his first action as a field player. He was pretty impressive." 
On Linfield: "I hope the guys remember how much we struggled to win in McMinnville last year. I fully 
expect that type of tooth and nail type of game." 
Pacific: "It'll be interesting to see how this year's matchup shakes out. During the last two years, Pacific 
seemed to give us our toughest games of year. Last year it was tougher for us than for them. We'll see if can 
reverse it this year. They're going to be tough." 
On Redlands: "It's great to get to play someone from outside the region. They are a (NCAA) Dill school. 
This obviously is a tough week for us. We' re going to go for a 9-10 day stretch here where we only have 
one practice, but lots of games." 
-more-
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY 1997 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
RECORD 
Conference 
PLAYER 
Joe Crown 
Nick Cook 
Matt Tinder 
Mark Misiewicz 
Josh Turpen 
Wade Fleming 
Chad Pohlman 
Jeff Wells 
Mike Moody 
Kris Sorensen 
Travis Johnson 
Tommy Kolodge 
Merrick Brownlee 
Chris Wood 
Greg Shaffer 
Andy Harper 
Jonathan Williams 
Others 
TOTAL 
KEEPER 
Curtis Selby 
Bryant Ercanbrack 
Brandon Reyna 
TOTAL 
WIN 
6 
4 
GAMES 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
7 
7 
7 
5 
7 
7 
6 
1 
7 
0 
5 
1 
7 
GAMES 
7 
0 
0 
7 
LOSS 
1 
1 
GOALS 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
0 
0 
1 8 
GA 
3 
0 
0 
3 
TIE 
0 
0 
GPG 
0.143 
0.143 
0.429 
0 .286 
0.286 
0.167 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.571 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.571 
0.000 
0.000 
2.571 
GAPG 
0.429 
0.429 
ASSISTS 
2 
3 
0 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 5 
SAVES 
30 
0 
0 
30 
PCT. 
0.857 
0.800 
APG 
0.286 
0.429 
0.000 
0 .143 
0.286 
0.333 
0.286 
0.143 
0.143 
0.000 
0.143 
0.000 
0 .000 
0.000 
0 .000 
0.000 
0.000 
2.143 
SVPG 
4.286 
4.286 
9/22/97 
GF GA 
1 8 3 
7 2 
POINTS PPG 
4 0.571 
5 0.714 
6 0.857 
5 0.714 
6 0.857 
4 0.667 
2 0.286 
1 0.143 
1 0.143 
0 0.000 
9 1.286 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
8 1.143 
0 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
51 7.286 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
630 
0 
0 
630 
4 
0 
0 
4 
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1997 SCHEDULE/RESULTS: 
Date Opponent 
9-6 Evergreen State 
9-9 Western Baptist 
9-13 Pacific Lutheran 
9-14 Univ. ofPuget Soand 
9-17 Willamette 
9-20 Whitworth 
9-21 Whitman 
9-24 Linfield* 
9-26 Pacific* 
9-27 Univ. of Redlands 
10-4 Seattle* 
10-8 Willamette* 
10-11 Univ. of Puget Sound 
10-12 Pacific Lutheran* 
10-18 Whitman* 
10-19 Whitworth* 
10-22 Linfield* 
10-25 Pacific* 
11-2 Seattle* 
11-8 NCIC Semifinals 
11-9 Championship 
11-14 NAIA Regional Semifinals 
Result 
w 9-0 
w 2-1 
W* 1-0 
L* 0-1 
W* 2-1 
W* 1-0 
W* 3-0 
11-15 NAIA Regional Championship 
11/24-29 NAIA National Tournament 
*Northwest Conference Game 
George Fox Scorers 
Tinder-2, Turpen, Cook, Fleming, Johnson -2, Shaffer-2 
Tinder, Turpen 
Crown 
None 
Shaffer, Johnson 
Johnson 
Misiewicz-2, Shaffer 
Sports 
Informa tion 
Office 
GEORGE FOX 
UNIVERSITY 
:-- -~---
-114 N . MER I DIAN ST. 
NEWBERG. OR 97 1 32.2697 
503 . 538 8383 EXT . 2127 
WHAT'S BRUIN 
Sept. 15, 1997 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/538-8383 ext. 2127 
rfelton@ georgefox.edu 
BRUIN SOCCER 
Sports News Af·F 
Overall: 3-1, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges: 1-1 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Wednesday, Sept. 17, 4:30p.m .. . . vs. Willamette University . .. Newberg, Ore .... Northwest 
Conference game .. . George Fox swept two games with Willamette last year, 2-0 in Salem and 
3-0 in Newberg .. . George Fox leads the series 9-8-2 
Saturday, Sept. 20, 2:30p.m . .. . Whitworth College ... Spokane, Wash .. . . Northwest 
Conference game ... George Fox's first road game of the season ... Last season, George Fox 
tied Whitworth 2-2 in Spokane and won 1-0 in Newberg. 
Sunday, Sept. 21, 2:30 p.m .. . . Whitman College .. . Walla Walla, Wash .. .. Northwest Conference 
game .. . George Fox swept Whitman last season 2-0 in Walla Walla and 5-2in Newberg. 
Wednesday, Sept. 24, 4:30p.m .. . . Linfield College . . . McMinnville, Ore .... Northwest 
Conference game .. . George Fox swept Linfield last season l-0 (OT) in McMinnville and 2-0 
in Newberg. 
LAST WEEK: 
George Fox University 2. Western Baptist College 1 
Back-to-back goals just before halftime gave George Fox University a 2-1 
non-conference win ·over visiting Western Baptist College, Tuesday (Sept. 9). 
With three minutes left before half, midfielder Wade Fleming (Jr., 
Lakeridge HS, Oregon City, Ore.) attacked the middle on a break and laid the ball 
to his right to forward Matt Tinder (Fr., Kapaa HS, Hawaii) who pounded it home. 
One minute later, midfielder Josh Turpen (Jr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, 
Wash.) found the upper left comer of the goal on a free kick from 35 yards out. 
Western Baptist's sweeper Chiuke Mhango headed in a free kick from 
midfielder Kevin Lundy at the 82-miimte mark. 
Scoring: 
GF 
GF 
\VB 
Matt Tinder (Wade Fleming) 
Josh Turpen (unassisted) 
Chiuke Mhango (Kevin Lundy) 
George Fox 1. Pacific Lutheran University 0 
42 min . 
43 min. 
82 min. 
GF 1-0 
GF 2-0 
GF 2-1 
Forward Joe Crown (Jr., Kent-Meridian HS, Kent, Wash.) forced a 
defensive turnover in the box and scored the game's only goal as George Fox won its 
Northwest Conference opener 1-0 over visiting PLU Saturday (Sept. 13). 
Goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Jr., Aloha HS, Beaverton, Ore.) recorded his 
second shutout of the year. 
Scoring: 
GF 41 min. Joe Crown (unassisted) GF 1-0 
-more-
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Puget Sound I. George Fox 0 
University of Puget Sound shut out George Fox and took a l-0 Northwest Conference win on 
the Bruins' home field Sunday (Sept. 14) . 
The loss was the first of the season for George Fox. 
Puget Sound capitalized on the absence of Bruin Honorable Mention All-American 
midfielder Wade Fleming (Jr., Lakeridge HS, Oregon City, Ore.). Fleming was not allowed to 
play because of a red card he received in the previous game. 
Four minutes before halftime, UPS's Tye Tolentino scored the lone goal. 
.. 
Scoring: 
UPS 41 min. • • Tye Tolentino (unassisted) • UPS 1-0 
CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAJA District 2 and Area 1 
coach of the Year) 
On Pacific Lutheran: "It was what you would usually expect from a PLU game. The winner wins by only 
ore or two goals. It was a very hotly contested match, and we had a few meltdowns (emotionally), that we 
shouldn't have. Losing our composure ended up costing us later." 
On Puget Sound: "We played much better. Their goal was a carbon copy of last year' s. Once they scored, 
they didn't need to be on the offense so much, because it was up to us. We had the opportunities, but we 
didn't pounce on them." 
On Willamette: "We really need to come out and play hard, not just running and tackling, but being smart, 
and making good decisions. If they provide a test to our ability, I hope we can step up and pass it." 
1997 Schedule/Results: 
Date Opponent 
9-6 Evergreen State 
9-9 Western Baptist 
9-13 Pacific Lutheran* 
9-14 Univ. of Puget Sound* 
9-17 Willamette* 
9-20 Whitworth* 
9-21 Whitman* 
9-24 Linfield* 
9-26 Pacific* 
9-27 Univ. of Redlands 
10-4 Seattle* 
10-8 Willamette* 
10-11 Univ. of Puget Sound 
10-12 Pacific Lutheran* 
10-18 Whitman* 
10-19 Whitworth* 
10-22 Linfield* 
10-25 Pacific* 
11-2 Seattle* 
11-8 NCIC Semifinals 
11-9 Championship 
11-14 NAJA Regional Semifinals 
Result 
w 9-0 
w 2-1 
w 1-0 
L 0-1 
11-15 NAIA Regional Championship 
11124-29 NAIA National Tournament 
*Northwest Conference Game 
George Fox Scorers 
Tinder-2, Turpen, Cook, Fleming, Johnson -2, Shaffer-2 
Tinder, Turpen 
Crown 
None 
• 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY 1997 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
RECORD 
Conference 
PLAYER 
Joe Crown 
Nick Cook 
Matt Tinder 
Mark Misiewicz 
Josh Turpen 
Wade Fleming 
Chad Pohlman 
Jeff Wells 
Mike Moody 
Kris Sorensen 
Travis Johnson 
Tommy Kolodge 
Merrick Brownlee 
Erik Sorensen 
Greg Shaffer 
Andy Harper 
Jonathan Williams 
Others 
TOTAL 
KEEPER 
Curtis Selby 
Bryant Ercanbrack 
Brandon Reyna 
TOTAL 
WIN 
3 
1 
GAMES 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
4 
4 
4 
2 
4 
4 
4 
0 
4 
0 
3 
1 
4 
GAMES 
4 
0 
0 
4 
LOSS TIE 
1 0 
1 0 
GOALS GPG 
1 0.250 
1 0.250 
3 0.750 
0 0.000 
2 0.500 
1 0.333 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
2 0.500 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 #DIV/0! 
2 0.500 
0 #DIV/0! 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 2 3.000 
GA GAPG 
2 0 .500 
0 #DIV/0! 
0 #DIV/0! 
2 0.500 
PCT. 
0.750 
0.500 
ASSISTS APG 
1 0.250 
3 0.750 
·o 0.000 
1 0.250 
0 0.000 
1 0.333 
1 0.250 
0 0.000 
1 0.250 
0 0.000 
0 0 .000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 #DIV/0! 
0 0.000 
0 #DIV/0! 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
8 2.000 
SAVES SVPG 
1 8 4 .500 
0 #DIV/0! 
0 #DIV/0! 
1 8 4.500 
9/15/97 
GF GA 
1 2 2 
1 1 
POINTS PPG 
3 0.750 
5 1.250 
6 1.500 
1 0.250 
4 1.000 
3 1.000 
1 0.250 
0 0.000 
1 0.250 
0 0.000 
4 1.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 #DIV/0! 
4 1.000 
0 #DIV/0! 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
32 8.000 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
360 
0 
0 
360 
2 
0 
0 
2 
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WHAT'S BRUIN 
Men's College Soccer Sports News 
Sept. 6, 1997 
George Fox University 9. Evergreen State College 0 
Bruins Roll to 9-0 Win in Home Opener 
NEWBERG, ORE. -- Three players scored two goals apiece and forward Nick Cook 
(Fr., North Medford HS, Ore.) contributed three assists and a goal as George Fox 
opened its 1997 campaign with a 9-0 win over Evergreen State College. 
Forwards Matt Tinder (Fr., Kapaa HS, Hawaii), Greg Shaffer (Sr., North 
Medford HS, Ore.), and Travis Johnson (Sr., Hidden Valley HS, Grants Pass, 
Ore.) each scored two goals. 
The Bruins also got goals from last year's leading scorers: midfielders Josh 
Turpen (Jr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.) and Wade Fleming (Jr., Lakeridge 
HS, Oregon City) . 
Turpen put the ball in the net on a free kick from 25 yards out and Fleming created 
his scoring opportunity by dribbling through defenders. 
Goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Jr., Aloha HS, Ore.) recorded the shutout, his 
16th of his career. 
The margin of victory was the largest by George Fox since a 10-1 win over 
Northwest College in 1994. 
George Fox hosts Western Baptist in a non-conference match on Tuesday 
(Sept. 9). 
Scoring: 
GF Matt Tinder (Chad Pohlman) 24 min . 
GF Josh Turpen (unassisted) 39 min . 
GF Nick Cook (Michael Moody) 41 min . 
GF Wade Fleming (Cook) 42 min. 
GF Travis Johnson (Cook) 50 min. 
GF Tinder (Joe Crown) 60 min. 
GF Johnson (Cook) 65 min. 
GF Greg Shaffer (Marc Misiewicz)74 min . 
GF Shaffer (unassisted) 
Records: George Fox (1-0) Evergreen ( 1-1) 
GF [ -0 
GF 2-0 
GF 3-0 
GF 4-0 
GF 5-0 
GF 6-0 
GF 7-0 
GF 8-0 
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WHAT'S BRUIN 
Sept. 8, 1997 
Contact: Rob Felton 
Sports Information Director 
503/554-2127 
rfelton@ georgefox.edu 
GEORGE FOX MEN'S SOCCER 
Sport~ .News 
;df{& 
Overall: 1-0, Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges: 0-0 
WHAT'S BRUIN: 
Tuesday, Sept. 9, 4:30p.m . ... Western Baptist College . . . Newberg, Ore .... Non-conference 
game ... Western Baptist is 1-0-1 after beating Linfield 3-1 and tieing Willamette 3-3 .. . George 
Fox leads the series 21-0-1, but the last two meetings have been 3-2 wins. 
Saturday, Sept 13, 2:30 p.m .... Pacific Lutheran University ... Newberg, Ore .. . . Northwest 
Conference opener. . . PLU and George Fox split their 1996 games, each winning at 
home ... The series is tied at 4-4 
Sunday, Sept. 14, 2:30 p.m .. . . University of Puget Sound . . . Newberg, Ore .. .. Northwest 
Conference game .. . UPS won the two regular season contests, but George Fox won their NCIC 
semifinal game 4-0. 
Wednesday, Sept. 17, 4:30 p.m .... Willamette University ... Newberg, Ore .... Northwest 
Conference game ... George Fox swept two games with Willamette last year. . . George Fox ieads 
the series 9-8-2 
LAST WEEK: 
George Fox University 9. Evergreen State College 0 
Three players scored two goals apiece and forward Nick Cook (Fr., North 
Medford HS, Ore.) contributed three assists and a goal as George Fox opened its 
1997 campaign with a 9-0 win over Evergreen State College. 
Forwards Matt Tinder (Fr., Kapaa HS, Hawaii), Greg Shaffer (Sr., North 
Medford HS, Ore.), and Travis Johnson (Sr., Hidden Valley HS, Grants Pass, 
Ore.) each scored two goals. 
The Bruins also got goals from last year's leading scorers: midfielders Josh 
Turpen (Jr., Sammamish HS, Bellevue, Wash.) and Wade Fleming (Jr., Lakeridge 
HS, Oregon City). Turpen put the ball in the net on a free kick from 25 yards out 
and Fleming dribbled through defenders to create his scoring opportunity. 
Evergreen's David Zumwalt was ejected midway through the first half after 
he received his second yellow card. The Geoducks played a man short the rest of the 
way. 
Goalkeeper Curtis Selby (Jr., Aloha HS, Ore.) recorded the shutout, his 
16th of his career. 
The margin of victory was the largest by George Fox since a 1 0-l win over 
Northwest College in 1994. 
Scoring: 
GF 
GF 
GF 
GF 
GF 
GF 
GF 
GF 
GF 
Matt Tinder (Chad Pohlman) 
Josh Turpen (unassisted) 
Nick Cook (Michael Moody) 
Wade Fleming (Cook) 
Travis Johnson (Cook) 
Tinder (Joe Crown) 
Johnson (Cook) 
Greg Shaffer (Marc Misiewicz) 
Shaffer (unassisted) 
-more-
24 min. 
39 min. 
41 min. 
42 min. 
50 min. 
60 min. 
65 min. 
74 min. 
86 min 
GF l-0 
GF 2-0 
GF 3-0 
GF 4-0 
GF 5-0 
GF 6-0 
GF 7-0 
GF 8-0 
GF 9-0 
• 
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CHAT WITH TSCHAN: (Comments from head coach Manfred Tschan, 1993 NAIA District 2 and 
Area 1 coach of the Year) 
On Evergreen State: "Our new players got their college carriers off to solid starts. Matt Tinder and 
Nick Cook combined for three goals and three assists. Marc Misiewicz and Merrick Brownlee 
played just as well, but without the stats. 
U.S. News (in its recent issue on colleges) ranked us equal with Evergreen State in several 
categories, so I was glad to separate us from them on the soccer field." 
On Western Baptist College: "They have definitely improved in the last few years. They're the 
defending Christian College champions, so we need to come ready to play a champion-caliber 
team." 
On PLU/Puget Sound: "They are good-quality teams. We'll find 0ut how we stand in the 
conference after the first game. Conference openers are usually nerve racking, like last year when we 
split our opening two games. That hurt our chances at the league championship. This year we've 
really got to come out and try to win both games this weekend to have a good chance at the 
championship. There are no easy games in our conference." 
1997 Schedule/Results: 
Date Opponent 
9-6 Evergreen State 
9-9 Western Baptist 
9-13 Pacific Lutheran* 
9-14 Univ. of Pugct Sound* 
9-17 Willamette* 
9-20 Whitworth* 
9-21 Whitman* 
9-24 Linfield* 
9-26 Pacific* 
9-27 Univ. of Redlands 
10-4 Seattle* 
10-8 Willamette* 
1 0-11 Univ. of Puget Sound 
l 0-12 Pacific Lutheran* 
10-18 Whitman* 
10-19 Whitworth* 
10-22 Linfield* 
l 0-25 Pacific* 
11-2 Seattle* 
11-8 NCIC Semifinals 
11-9 Championship 
11-14 NAIA Regional Semifinals 
Result 
w 9-0 
1 1 -15 NAIA Regional Championship 
11124-29 NAIA National Tournament 
*Northwest Conference Game 
• 
• 
George Fox Scorers 
Tinder-2, Turpen, Cook, Fleming, Johnson -2, 
Shaffer-2 
GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY 1997 
MEN'S SOCCER STATISTICS 
WIN LOSS TIE 
RECORD 1 0 0 
Conference 0 0 0 
PLAYER GAMES GOALS GPG 
Joe Crown 1 0 0.000 
Nick Cook 1 1 1 .. ooo 
Matt Tinder 1 2 2.000 
Mark Misiewicz 1 0 0.000 
Josh Turpen 1 1 1.000 
Wade Fleming 1 1 1.000 
Chad Pohlman 1 0 0.000 
Jeff Wells 1 0 0.000 
Mike Moody 1 0 0.000 
Kris Sorensen 1 0 0.000 
Travis Johnson 1 2 2 .000 
Tommy Kolodge 1 0 0.000 
Merrick Brownlee 1 0 0.000 
Erik Sorensen 0 0 #DIV/0! 
Greg Shaffer 1 2 2.000 
Andy Harper 1 0 0 .000 
Jonathan Williams 1 0 0 .000 
Others 1 0 0.000 
TOTAL 1 9 9.000 
KEEPER GAMES GA GAPG 
Curtis Selby 1 0 0 .000 
Bryant Ercanbrack 0 0 #DIV/0! 
Brandon Reyna 0 0 #DIV/0 ! 
TOTAL 1 0 0.000 
PCT. 
1.000 
#DIV/0 ! 
ASSISTS APG 
1 1.000 
3 3 .000 
0 0.000 
1 1.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
1 1.000 
0 0.000 
1 1.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 #DIV/0 ! 
0 0 .000 
0 0 .000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
7 7.000 
SAVES SVPG 
3 3 .000 
0 #DIV/0! 
0 #DIV/0! 
3 3 .000 
9/8/97 
GF GA 
9 0 
0 0 
POINTS PPG 
1 1.000 
5 5.000 
4 4.000 
1 1.000 
2 2.000 
2 2.000 
1 1.000 
0 0.000 
1 1.000 
0 0 .000 
4 4.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 #DIV/0! 
4 4.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
0 0.000 
25 25.000 
MIN SHUTOUTS 
90 
0 
0 
90 
1 
0 
0 
1 
Nickname: 
Bruins 
Athletic Affiliation: 
NAIA/NCAA Division III, 
Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges 
Head Coach: 
Manfred Tschan 
Coach's Record: 
178-74-15/114-45-6 ·in seven years 
Field: 
Morse Athletic Complex 
Letterwinners Returning: 15 
Starters Returning: 9 
Sports Information Director: 
Rob Felton 503/554-2127; home 503/538-7722 
School Colors: 
Old Gold and Navy Blue 
1996 Season Record: 
11-1 0-1 
Alma Mater: 
State Teachers College, Switzerland '76 
Assistant Coaches: 
Mike Nadeau, Todd Williams 
Athletic Director: 
Craig Taylor, 503/554-2911 
Letterwinners Lost: 5 
Starters Lost: 3 
Faculty Athletic Representative: 
Diane Wood 
************************************************************* * *** ~ 
TOP RETURNING PLAYERS: 
Name 
Wade Fleming 
Tommy Kolodge 
Curtis Selby 
Josh Turpen 
Yr. Pos. Hometown 
Jr. M Oregon City, Ore. 
Jr. D Beaverton, Ore. 
Jr. GK Beaverton, Ore. 
Jr. M Bellevue, Wash. 
Notes/Stats 
NAIA All-American Honorable Mention 
NAIA Pacific NW Region Honorable Ment. 
NAIA Pacific NW Region Second Team 
NAIA Pacific NW Region Honorable Ment. 
GEORGE FOX 
UN I VER SITY 
~-----~-------
414 N . MERID IAN ST . 
NEWBERG , OR 97132 . 2697 
503 . 538 8 3 3 EXT . 2 127 
'-.-omerence o maepenaem Colleges ~NClCJ m 199/, 
Despite the loss of three starters from last year's NCIC runner-up squad, the 
Bruins may be even better than a year ago. 
"We have a little more talent than we had last season," says ninth-year Head 
Coach Manfred Tschan. "This is an upperclassman-dominated team. Our key 
players are in their third or fourth season. They know exactly what to expect." 
The question is whether they've improved enough to stay atop the tough 
Northwest Conference. Seattle University joins the NCIC this year, giving the 
conference three of the four teams that participated in last year's N AlA Pacific 
Northwest Regional Tournament. 
A large and . often-honored junior class will provide the team's foundation. 
At its core is a duo of center rnidfielders: Wade Fleming (Jr., Lakeridge HS, 
Oregon City, Ore.) (13 goals,6 assists) and Josh Turpen (Jr., Sammamish HS, 
Bellevue, Wash.) (10 goals,ll assists)- who led the Bruins in scoring last season. 
Fleming was an NAIA Honorable Mention All-American and Turpen received NAIA 
Pacific Northwest Region Honorable Mention. 
The Bruin goal will be defended by a pair of former high school teammates. 
Crown (Jr., Kent-Meridian HS, Kent, Wash.) round out the juniors on the varsity roster. Both will 
start or see considerable playing time. 
Three seniors are back for their final hurrah. Outside midfielder Erik Sorensen (Sr., Bothell 
HS, Wash.) is attempting to return from a concussion suffered last season. Travis Johnson (Sr., 
Hidden Valley HS, Grants Pass, Ore.)- a 1996 NAIA All-American Scholar-Athlete- and Greg 
Shaffer (Sr., North Medford HS, Ore.) will provide experience to a young corps of forwards. 
Tschan is hoping for more offense up front than he got last year. "Our forwards should get a 
steady diet of balls from the midfield," he predicts. "It's just a matter of how they produce." 
Newcomers Marc Misiewicz (So., Renton HS, Wash.), Nick Cook (Fr., North Medford HS, 
Ore.) and Matt Tinder (Fr., Kapaa HS, Hawaii) all will get their chance to prove they can find the 
back of the net. 
After a redshirt season, Jared Pearson (Fr., Bend HS, Sunriver, Ore.)- a 1995 Oregon 
Class 4A All-State Honorable Mention Selection - also may work his way into the mix. 
Another freshman battling for a starting position is outside midfielder Merrick Brownlee 
(Fr., South Eugene HS, Ore.). 
Two new goalkeepers, Brandon Reyna (Fr., Boulder City, Nev.) and Bryan Ercanbrack 
(Fr., Roy HS, Utah), as well as defender Kris Sorensen (So., Bothell HS, Wash.) will provide depth 
5 Wade Fleming Jr. M 5-8 130 Oregon City, Ore./Lakeridge HS 
6 Kris Sorensen So. D 5-9 160 Bothell, Wash./Bothell HS 
7 Joe Crown Jr. F 5-10 160 Kent, Wash./Kent-Meridian HS I 
8 Matt Tinder Fr. F 5-8 150 Kapaa, Hawaii/Kapaa HS 
9 Travis Johnson Sr. F 5-8 155 Grants Pass, Ore./Hidden Valley HS 
10 Josh Turpen Jr. M 5-7 155 Bellevue, Wash./Sammamish HS 
11 Jeff Wells Jr. D 5-7 160 Ridgefield, Wash./Evergreen HS 
12 Marc Misiewicz So. F 5-9 145 Renton, Wash./Renton HS 
13 Nick Cook Fr. F 6-0 180 Medford, Ore./North Medford HS 
I 5 Merrick Brownlee fr . M 5-10 155 Eugene, Ore./South Eugene I-IS 
17 Erik Sorensen Sr. M 5-10 180 Bothell, Wash./Bothell I-IS 
19 Michael Moody Jr. F 5-8 150 Bothell, Wash./Inglemoor HS 
20 Greg Shaffer Sr. F 6-1 160 Medford, Ore./North Medford HS 
23 Jonathan Williams Jr. D 6-0 165 Mead, Wash./Mead HS 
24 Brandon Reyna Fr. GK 6-0 160 Boulder City, Nev ./Bou!der City HS 
Jared Pearson Fr. F 5-6 135 Sunriver, Ore./Bend HS 
Head Coach: Manfred Tschan 
Assistant Coaches: Mike Nadeau, Todd Williams 
